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THOMAS DONALDSON

ABSTRACT. This paper develops a theory of harmonic analysis (Fourier series,

approximation, convolution, and singular integrals) for a general class of Banach function

or distribution spaces. Continuity of singular convolution operators and convergence of

trigonometric series is shown with respect to the norms of all the spaces in this class; the

maximal class supporting a theory of the type developed in this paper is characterized (for

other classes other theories exist). Theorems are formulated in category language through-

out. However only elementary category theory is needed, and for most results the notions

of functor and natural mapping are sufficient.

Introduction. Over the past thirty years the application of Banach space theory

to approximation theory, to integral equations, and to differential equations has

led to efforts to obtain results on approximation, stability, and existence of

solutions in as wide a class of Banach spaces as possible. By now results for most

questions of approximation and existence of solutions have been proved for the

II spaces and spaces constructed from them; in some cases results have been

extended to the classes of Orlicz spaces or Lorentz spaces; and for linear ordinary

differential equations a theory of stability has been worked out as far as general

classes of Banach function spaces.

In these applications there are very many cases of Banach spaces all construct-

ed from other Banach spaces according to very similar schemes: a Banach space

suited to a given problem will be constructed from other Banach spaces

according to a pattern which depends on the problem. As examples one may give

the Sobolev spaces or the Lipschitz spaces in partial differential equations; in

ordinary differential equations one may adduce the constructions of full or lean

spaces in the work of Massera and Shaeffer.

For very many of these results on differential equations or approximation

theory, the continuity of integral operators from one space to another plays a

crucial part. Very much effort has been devoted to proving such results on

continuity for many classes of operators and spaces, such as the If spaces, the

Orlicz spaces, Lorentz spaces, and generalizations of these.
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As a result of this work there has been a very considerable proliferation of

Banach spaces constructed in similar ways to fit the study of particular concrete

problems.

However, from each of these constructions of Banach spaces from other

Banach spaces, one may define a functor on a category of Banach spaces; more

important, if F is a functor on a category J8 of Banach spaces then the natural

mappings ir: F~* F have a "universal" property. If tr: F -* F is a natural

mapping, then it: F(X) -* F(X) for every Banach space X G S. Therefore by

showing that an integral operator defines a natural mapping one can obtain,

simultaneously, continuity results for integral operators between very wide

classes of Banach function spaces: m: F(X) -» F(X) for every Banach space of

the form F(X) for X e S. The proofs of these estimates use the properties of the

functor and depend only very weakly on any properties of the underlying space.

In this paper I have commenced a detailed study of the natural mappings

between some (and only some) of the functors of applied analysis: specifically

those functors which arise from the application of translation operators to the

elements of the Banach space. Whether a mapping is natural depends both upon

the functor and upon the category on which it acts; the largest class of spaces

which seems to support a reasonable theory for functors derived from translation

is the class of harmonically invariant Banach spaces, which may be characterized

briefly as that class of Banach spaces closed under the applications of the

operations of harmonic analysis. For some important functors on the category of

harmonically invariant spaces surprisingly strong theorems on natural mappings

may be proven.

It seems to me that the results of this paper have the potential of unifying many

of the results obtained in applications using the functors studied here or derived

from them; in particular they suggest the program of developing approximation

theory and differential equations in terms of functors on categories of Banach

spaces rather than for individual Banach spaces themselves.

The role of category theory in these results is that of providing a framework

within which the main results may be formulated; the crucial ideas are those of

functor and natural mapping. No very difficult results of category theory seem to

be required. In most cases the action of the functors on morphisms in the

categories studied does not play an important role; however I have dealt

explicitly with the actions of morphisms and commutativity of diagrams in

preference to ignoring them completely.

This paper constitutes a longer study of the implications of Theorem 1.1 in the

announcement [7]. The basic technique is very simple; I shall illustrate with a

particular case of the result in [7]. The Lipschitz spaces C on [0, 2it] for

0 < T < 1 are quite well known in analysis. It is known for instance that the

Hubert transform H is continuous from C to C. Let A" be a Banach space and

consider the Lipschitz spaces C'(X) of A"-valued functions [0, 2ir]. It is easy to

show that H: C'(X) -» Cr(X) for any Banach space X.
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Now suppose that A1 is a Banach space of integrable functions on [0, 2w], and

that the norm of X is continuous and invariant with respect to translation, i.e. for

every/ G X, t(/)(í) = TJis a continuous A'-valued function of s, and Ts is an

isometry.

Combine these two facts. Let ACr(X) be the class of all/ e X such that the

X-valued function t(/) e Cr(X), and norm ACr(X) with the induced norm.

The Hubert transform therefore maps t(/) e Cr(X) continuously into Cr{X),

and one has the inequality

(0.1) II#(t/)IIcW < *Mcv) = *ll/ll»cw-

But H(rf)(s) = Sh(s - t)T,f(x)dt = J h(s - t)f(x + t)dt = 3Ç / h{x - /)/(/)*
= r{Hf)(s) so that, therefore, from the inequality (0.1) it follows that H-îZ/Hacw

< ^II/IIací*) and #: AC(X) -» AC(#) for any space .Y with the properties

above.

This technique has wider application: it may be extended for instance to

Banach spaces of distributions; the requirement of continuity of the norm of X

under translation may be removed; and the same technique may be applied to

other functors and problems. Finally since no part of the method is restricted in

any natural way to the cases of either spaces or convolution kernels with only

complex values, and since moreover there are important applications of vector-

valued spaces and kernels, I have developed the theory throughout from that

standpoint.

I thank Richard Loy for referring me to the references cited on Banach

modules and tensor products of Banach modules, and Robert Edwards for

calling my attention, while this paper was in preparation, to the book of

Katznelson [15] in which weaker results are proved for a more special class of

spaces.

CHAPTER 1: PRELIMINARIES

In this paper I shall deal with Banach spaces and Banach modules. The notion

of Banach space is familiar; a Banach module is a Banach space B together with

a Banach algebra R of operators acting on B. Every Banach space is a Banach

module over the ring R or C of the underlying field. Several authors (Rieffel [30],

[31], Comisky [5], and in his book [11], Edwards alludes to the concept in passing)

have already introduced the notion of Banach module into harmonic analysis,

where the idea of such a structure arises naturally.

From the class of Banach spaces one may construct a corresponding category

J3, the category of Banach spaces. For X, Y e S, the mappings [X,Y] consist of

the continuous linear mappings from the Banach space X to the Banach space Y.

The category S will be of much importance in the sequel, and S also has

important subcategories.
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Let T" be a toroidal group and E = {em | m G Z"} the characters of 7*.

For every Banach space X of complex-valued distributions on T", let ¿T* =

{em G £ | 3 A e X 3 \(m) # 0), and Cj? = {<p G C00 | ç)(m) = 0 Vm 3 <?m

G Ex}- I shall say that a Banach space A" of distributions on T" is harmonically

invariant if

(1) ll£*ILr = HAU* for every translation T, with s G I*,

(2) Cx is a norming subspace of A"*,

(3) Ex Q X.
The category ¡Boa willthen consist of all harmonically invariant Banach spaces

of complex-valued distributions on T". The mappings [X,Y] for Boo will consist

of the continuous linear mappings from X to Y, and Bqo is clearly a subcategory

of S. The category .Boo includes very many Banach spaces which have arisen in

analysis, such as the Lorentz spaces A(<¡>,p), M(<j>,/?), T(<f>,p) [19], [20], the Orlicz

spaces LB studied by very many authors [17], [26], the spaces MA and KA studied

by O'Neill [26], or the Köthe spaces [8].

The category JB„ forms also a second important subcategory of S. Let T" be

a toroidal group and define Bu as the category of all Banach spaces of complex-

valued distributions on T"; let the linear mappings for 28u consist simply of the

identity mapping whenever it is continuous from X G !BU to Y G Su.

Classes of Banach modules will also form categories. Let Ü be the algebra of

integrable functions on T", and H0 the algebra of all point measures 5, for

s G T"; let M0 = Ü © H¡. From the class of all Banach modules over A/0, one

may construct the category <=W. The mappings for cM, will be the class of

continuous module homomorphisms: the class of all those mappings a: X -* Y

for X, Y G JW which commute with convolution by A G Mq.

eM also has important subcategories. Let A" be a Banach module over M0;

define for every X G X,

(1.1) \\M\'x =  sup ||A * XH,   where h&V.
IH<1

If the norm ||-||^ is equivalent to the norm ||-||, for X, I shall say that the module

X is normal. The category JW,^ is the category of all normal Banach modules over

Mq, consisting of complex-valued distributions on T". Very many Banach spaces

of analysis may be seen as normal Banach modules over M0; if every X G A" may

be approximated by an approximate identity yk G I), it is clear that X is normal.

As a consequence of Theorem 4.0 below, indeed any harmonically invariant

Banach space will also be a Banach module over M0; and thus as classes of spaces

«s^oo and B^ coincide, though not as categories.

1. Functors and natural mappings. The concepts of functor and natural

mapping will be important to the treatment of harmonic analysis in this paper.

Definition 1.0. Let ¿?and !£> be categories of Banach modules and Fa function

F-.C-^'h such that T^A") G <h for every X G C and F(a) G [F(X),F(Y)] for

every a G [A, Y\. F will be termed a covariant functor on <?if:
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(1) If a: X -* Y, ß: Y -* Z, then F(ß ° a) = F(ß) o F(o).

(2)F(1,) = lmVíe¿
(3) The mapping F: [X, Y) -+ [F(X),F(Y)] is of norm < 1.

A reader familiar with category theory should note condition (3) involves a

deviation from the algebraic definition of functor.

I shall refer to a function F: C X C -> C which is a functor in each variable

separately as a bifunctor.

Several functors in general categories of Banach modules will appear frequent-

ly. Most of the following paper will be taken up with a discussion of the

properties of certain concrete functors; other functors will play a very important

technical role. In this section I shall give a brief discussion of the fundamental

properties of functors of these two types.

Definition 1.1. Let ¿?be a category of Banach modules over a commutative ring

R, and suppose that ring multiplication commutes with the elements of X for

every X G C. Let X, Y G ¿?and define 0* to be the module over R of functions

on X X Y to R that differ from 0 only on a finite set of points

** - {2 rk{xk,yk) I xk G X,yk G Y,rk G *}.

Let «P* be the subspace of i>* consisting of elements of the form

r N M -\ N     M

$0* = 1 2 rkxk, 2 r'jjTj > - 2  2 rkr'k{xk,yj).

Define the algebraic tensor product of the modules X and Y by X ®j| Y

= $r/$q. $R/$o is well defined since $* is clearly Abelian under +. The image

{x,y} + i>rf under the quotient map <PR -> $Ä/$^ may be denoted by x ®Ry.

The module X ®£ Y may be given a norm by

(1.2) ll«IU,y - inf{| IkUklUkU « = 2 ft** « a}.

Clearly ||x ®x ̂11«^= NUMIy.
I will denote the completion of X ®j[ y under the norm (1.2) IH^y by

X ®R Y. Clearly X ®Ä y is a Banach module over R, and therefore is in C.

The action of the functor ®R on morphisms a G [A1, AJ], ß G [y, IJ] is given as

follows: the operator a ®K ß is defined by

a ®fi /8(x ® y) = (ax) ®fi (ßy)   for x G A", y G y.

It is clear that by the definition (1.2) of the norm IMI*®,,)',

II« 9r ßWxw.x.w) < \\a\\x,x,]]\ß\\r,n]-
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I shall denote a tensor product X ®R Y over the real or complex fields simply

by X ® y.
The function from CXÛ-* C defined by Definition 1.1 is a function of two

variables, which may easily be seen to satisfy Definition 1.0 in either variable

separately.

It should be emphasized that the definition of norm in (1.2) is not unique.

Schatten [33] has developed the definitions and properties of several tensor

products of Banach spaces under the name of "cross norms". The analogous

development for arbitrary Banach modules has been commenced by Rieffel [30].

Tensor products for general locally convex topological vector spaces were studied

by Grothendieck [13]. If the ring R in (1.2) is the ring of real or complex numbers,

the norm in (1.2) will correspond to the unique greatest cross norm in the sense

of Schatten and the projective tensor product in the sense of Grothendieck.

The functor ®s gives rise to a second functor important for the general

category theory of Banach modules.

Definition 1.2. Let A be a fixed Banach module and let C be the category of

Banach modules over the ring R. For every X G (2, one may define a functor ~2A

by

2A{X) = A®RX,

2»= lA9Âa   fora G [X,Y].

It is immediate that TLA is a well-defined functor on C.

A second type of functor may also be defined in any category of Banach

modules.

Definition 13. Let ¿? be a category of Banach modules over R, and let A G C.

Then one may define the functor Q,A : C -* C by

ß^A") = [A,X]      for every X € C,

QA(a) = a o X        for every X G [A,X] and a G [X, Y].

Clearly QA will also define a functor. From Definitions 1.7 and 1.8 below it will

be clear that some very important functors are of the form defined by (1.3).

Some other types of functors important for technical purposes are given by the

following definitions:

Definition 1.4. Let C be a category of Banach modules and F a functor

F:C-*C. Then

(1) If G is a functor on C such that

(i) for every X G C, G(X) is a closed submodule of F(X),

(ii) G(a): F(a): G(X) -» G(Y) for every a G [X, Y],

then the functor G will be termed a closed subfunctor of F.

(2) If G is a functor on C such that
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(i) for every X G <2, G(X) Q F(X) and the identity mapping I: G-* Fis

natural,

(ii) G(a) = F(a): G(X) -» G(Y) for every a G [X, Y],

then the functor G will be termed a norm subfunctor of F.

Definition 1.5. Let C be a category of Banach modules, F a functor on £ and

G a subfunctor of F. Then the quotient functor H = F/G of F and G is defined

by

H(X) = F(A")/G(A-)   for every X G ¿?,
(1.4)

//(<*)(/+G(A-)) = F(a)(/) + G(y).

Since G(a) = F(a): G(A") -* G(Y) for every a G [A-, y], (1.4) will define a

unique functor on the category C.

Examples of each of these types will be given below.

The C°° functor and the distribution functor will also play an important

technical role in definitions and proofs.

Definition 1.6. Let T" be a toroidal group and S the category of Banach

spaces.

(I) For every X G ß, define the C°° functor by

C°°(A") = {<p: T" -* X | Q7 infinitely differentiable}.

The topology on C00 (A" ) is defined by the class of seminorms

/»"(•p) - sup WD"^,
s£T"

c-(o)(v)(/) = <*p(t)  v/er.

(II) Let C00 = C°°(C) and define the distribution functor D for every X G 18

by

D{X) = {\:CxC0"x},

D(a)(\) = a o X   for every a G [A\ y], A G D(X).

Clearly neither the distribution functor D nor the C°° functor are Banach

functors since D{X) is not a Banach space. The study of this functor was initiated

by L. Schwartz [36].

The body of this paper will be concerned with four important concrete

functors (and their subfunctors) acting from the category S of Banach spaces to

the category J\K of Banach modules over M0.

Definition 1.7. Let T" be a toroidal group, S be the category of Banach spaces,

and C and Ü the Banach spaces of continuous and integrable functions on T"

respectively. Denote the functor iïc by M and the functor fiti by If. Then

If: S3 -> J\\ and A/*: S -» JW where the ring multiplication is defined for

every A" G S by
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(ti » X(<¡p) - \(n » <p)       for every X G M*(X) = [C,A*],

jtt • X(<p) = X(,i » <p)       for every X G If(X) = [Ü,X\

The functors If and A/* both have very important subfunctors. The first of

these will be of very great importance in Chapter 4.

Definition 1.8. Let T" be a toroidal group, S the category of Banach spaces,

and M* — Qc the measure functor on B. For every X G B and X G M*(X),

define a norm

0-5) IIIMIke*) = sup 2 ||a(%)||

where the sup in (1.5) is taken over all sets of scalars |&| < 1 and <pk G C such

that US" &9*11 < I.
Define a functor M: B -» ¿A\ for every A" G B by

M(X) = {X G A/*(A-) | llXll^çr, < oo},

llXlltfcr, = IIIMII^tr,,
M(a)X = M*(a)X = a o X.

The norm (1.5) is not new; it describes the class of X G [C,A*] which are

integral in the sense of Grothendieck [13, Definition 7 and Proposition 32, p. 145].

It is clear that the functor M is a norm subfunctor of the functor M*. For most

purposes the functor M is easier to deal with than the functor M* and is indeed

more natural.

It is also easy to see that IIAH^.^ < ||X||w(jr) for every X G B.

A second important type of subfunctor is given by the next definition. Let T"

be a toroidal group and denote T, the operator of translation byi e T" defined

by TJ(t) = f(s + t) for every/ G Ü and every s, t G V. It is easy to see that Ts

may be defined in terms of convolution with a measure 8S, the Dirac delta

distribution at S, and thus T, is defined as an operator on M(X) and LX(X) for

every A" G B. The operator T3 will be termed the translation operator.

Definition 1.9. Let T" be a toroidal group and B the category of Banach

spaces. Then define the functors C: B -* J\¡{ and Ü : B -» <M for every A" G S

by

C(A-) = {X G U°(X) | ||ÇA - X||L«W) -* 0 as s -» 0},       C(a) = Lx{a);

I)(X)-{\e M*(X) \\\T,\- X|U(Jr) -» 0 as j -» 0},       L'(o) = M(a).

The following proposition follows easily from Definitions 1.4 and 1.9.

Proposition 1.0. Let S be the category of Banach spaces and L°°, M and C, I) the

functors of Definitions 1.8 and 1.9 respectively. Then C is a subfunctor of L°° and Ü
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is a subfunctor of M.

Proof. Clearly C(A") is a closed submodule of If(X) and I)(X) is a closed

submodule of M*(X) for every X G S. Furthermore from Definition 1.8 it

follows that, for both of the functors If and M*, a ° Ts\(<p) = a ° \(Tsq>)

= Ts{a o À)(ç>), and therefore a ° T,\ = T,(a ° A) for A G If (A") or A/(A") and

every X G S. By Definition 1.8,

||7> o A) - a » A|| = MÇA. - A)|| < ||a|| \\T,\ - A||

for both functors If and M*. Thus for every X, Y G ß and a G [A", y],

C(a) = L°°(a): C(A") -» C(Y) where C(a)A = «»A,

L'(a) = M*(a): Ü(X) -* Ü{Y), Ü(a)\ = a ° A.

C and L1 are therefore subfunctors of If and M* respectively.

I shall also deal with a second important pair of functors.

Definition 1.10. Let T" be a toroidal group and S the category of Banach

spaces. For every real number r, 0 < r < 1, define functors C and Mr acting

from S to ^ by

C'(X) = ÍA G L«(A-)|sup ll7;X:^> < oo),
I SBT" \S\ J

MMI IK II , II^A - All^»^)
llAllcW =  \W\l»(X) + SUP -[ir ,

3<ET" \S\

Cr(a)(\) = a o A   for every A G C^A-) and a G [A-, y],

M'(A") = (x G M(A-)|sup Whl2ßm < «,},
I lEf |S| J

ii\ m IK ii i ll7fA ~ aIIm(;o
llAL'(X) =   \\M\m(X) + SUp -r¡7-,

Mr(a)(X) = a o A.

Clearly C and M' are well-defined functors. C has appeared in the form of a

functor before; indeed C plays a very important role in some theories of

interpolation (in particular Calderón [3]) where C and higher order versions of

C yield descriptions of the spaces intermediate between Sobolev spaces WmU

and W'lf for integers m and /.

The central concept of this paper is that of a natural mapping of Banach

functors. Most theorems will center about a proof that a mapping is natural.

Definition 1.11. Let C be a category of Banach spaces and F and G functors

F: C-* C and G: C -> C. If F is a function which assigns to each object X G ¿?
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an operator Tx: F(X) -* G(X), then T is termed a natural transformation

T: F -» G of F into G if:

(1) For every X, Y G C and a G [A", Y] the diagram

F(A)    Tx ,G(A)

F(a)
i

G(ot)

7/
f(d   —î-> G(y)

commutes.

(2) The norm of Tx as a mapping from F(A) to G(A) is uniformly bounded for

all X G C.

If F and G are two functors, the class of natural mappings from F to G will be

written [F, G]. It is easy to see that [F, G] may itself be given the structure of a

Banach space with the norm for T G [F, G] defined by ||r|| = sup,||7^||.

Definition 1.11 is due to Mityagin and Svarc [24]; the second part of Definition

1.11 becomes a natural requirement for functors acting in categories of Banach

spaces. The important observation that the class [F, G] of natural mappings from

F to G becomes a Banach space is also due to Mityagin and Svarc.

With the concept of natural mapping of functors it now becomes possible to

define the notions of dual functor and tensor multiplier functor. The idea of dual

functor plays a similarly commanding role in the category theory of functional

analysis to that played by the notion of dual space in ordinary functional

analysis; the tensor multiplier functor is the analogue, along the same Unes, of

the class of convolution multipliers from a Banach module X to Y.

Definition 1.12. Let C be a category of Banach spaces and F: C-* Cz functor

acting on C. A functor G will be referred to as the dual functor to F, and written

2iF, if for every X G C, G (A*) = [F,2,] and for all mappings a G [A", Y] and

y G [F, 2,], and anyZE^ [G(a)y]x = (1, ® a)y.

The idea of dual functors seems to be due to Svarc [40]. For the category B of

Banach spaces Mityagin and Svarc [24] have proven that the class of mappings

[F, 2,] may be identified with a subspace of F(A"*)* for every X G B, and in

particular that for any category C of Banach spaces such that X G C implies

A"* G C, the functor 1>F is well defined.

The following proposition about the dual functor will be useful.

Proposition 1.1. Let F: B -> B be a functor acting on the category B of Banach

spaces, and define the mapping vx : 2>F(X ) -» [F(C) -» A"] by px(a) = otcfor every

a G 2iF(A") = [F, 2,]. Then v. 2>F -* Qf(c) is a natural mapping.

The proof of the proposition is immediate from the definition (see Mityagin

and Svarc [24, §3.3]).
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I shall now define the tensor multiplier functor.

Let T" be a toroidal group and ¿M. the category of Banach modules by

convolution over the ring M0, consisting of possibly vector-valued Schwartz

distributions on T".

Definition 1.13. Let T" be a toroidal group, S3 the category of Banach spaces,

and F and G two covariant functors F: S3 -* *M and G: S3 -* JW. Define a

functor HomgjF, G]: S3 -» JV[ by

Hom8[F,G](A-) = [F,Go^],

IIäIIiWf.gp) = 11*1^.2,1   for every h e[F,G° 2X],

Hom8[F,G](a)(/t£) = G(a ® lE)hE

for every h G [F, G ° 2*] and E E S3.

If /i is a functor on S of the form (1.6) for some F and G, H will be termed

the tensor multiplier functor corresponding to Fand G. I should remark also that

if A is an A"-valued distribution and F and G are suitable functors, then X will

define an element of Hom^F, G](A") by X * y for every y G F(Y), where *

denotes tensor convolution (see Definition 1.21). I shall term a tensor multiplier

of such a form a tensor convolution multiplier. The functor Honig, [F, G] is the

analogue for the functors F and G of the Banach spaces [A",y] of convolution

multipliers from the Banach modules X to Y.

I shall now prove or state some of the basic theorems on natural transforma-

tions for the Banach functors defined above.

The first of these will be two useful propositions on the tensor product ®Ä.

Proposition 1.2. Let C be a category of Banach modules over a ring R, and suppose

that X, Y, Z G C. Then there exists a natural transformation establishing an

isometric isomorphism

X®R[Y®RZ]^[X®RY]®RZ.

Therefore in particular the tensor product may be assumed to be associative.

Proof. Consider first the elements of the algebraic tensor products. Let

2 ft{2 r'j{xf,yf} + %,zk) + $0 G [A" ®% Y] ®aR Z,

2 q'k{xk, 2 q'jÁy^zf) + Ao) + 20 G A-®|[y®^Z]

be general elements of each tensor product. Establish an isomorphism t by

Ä{{x,y) + %,z} + $0] = {x,{y,z} + M + E0

and extend t by the condition that r commutes with ring elements r G R and the

conditions (1.0) for the definition of the subspaces %, d>0, Aq, ¿0, Clearly t will
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be an algebraic isomorphism. It is also clear by the definition (1.2) of the norms

in X ®fi [Y ®s Z] and [A" ®Ä Y] ®Ä Z that the algebraic isomorphism establishes

an isometry of normed modules; this isometry may therefore be extended by

completion.

Proposition 13. Let C be a category of Banach modules over a ring R, and suppose

X,Y, Z E C. Then there exists an isometric isomorphism

[X®RY,Z] ss [y,[x,z]]. a [X,[Y,Z]].

Proof. It will be sufficient to show the first isomorphism, since the second may

be established in the same way. Define a mapping t: [A" ®Ä Y,Z] -* [Y,[X,Z]]

by

[t(m)(^)]x = u{x ®Ry)   for all u G [A" ®Ä Y,Z) and x,y G X, Y

and extend by the condition of commutativity of t with r G R. It is clear from

Definition 1.1 of the norm in A ®R Y that

ll«IU®Äy,z] = lk(")Hy,|A-.Z]l-

Let C be a category of Banach modules over a ring R. Proposition 1.3 says that

[A" ®Ä Y -* Z] may be identified with the class of /^-balanced bilinear mappings

X: X X Y -* Z. In this way ®Ä defines a universal bilinear product from X X Y

toZ.

The next proposition, although quite simple, states a third useful property of ®.

Proposition 1.4. Let F: B -* B be a functor acting on the category B of Banach

spaces, and let F denote the Banach space F = F(C). Define for every X G B the

mapping cx: F ® X -* F(X) by

0-7)        fr(/ ® x) = F(x)f   where x: C -» X is defined by x(\) = x

and ix is extended from (1.7) by linearity and continuity. Then i: 2£ -* F is a natural

mapping.

Proof. To see that /" is natural, observe simply that the diagram

F0A"

lj? ®a

F ® y

commutes since F(a)ix(f ® x) = iY(f ® ax).

lx
-*  F(X)

-* F(Y)
'Y
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Some very important natural mappings are given by the following representa-

tion theorems for the subfunctors C and Ü of L° and M*.

Definition 1.14. Let T" be a toroidal group and S3 be the category of Banach

spaces. Define the functor L: S3 -* J\\ for every X G S3 by

L(A") = {/: T" -+ X |/Bochner integrable},

ll/IU) = /ll/(')M<,

¿(a)(/)(<) = a/«       Va G [A", Y),f G L(X), i G T\

L clearly satisfies the requirements for a functor.

It is now possible to state an important and useful representation theorem.

Theorem 1.0. Let T" be a toroidal group and S3 be the category of Banach spaces.

Let L be the functor of Definition 1.14 and Ü the functor of Definition 1.9. Then

there exists an isometric isomorphism L s I).

Proof. The proof of this theorem requires a lemma.

Let T" be a toroidal group and ¿S the class of Borel subsets of T". If ¡x is a

vector-valued measure from J! to the Banach space A", the semivariation of /t over

a set E E ¿i is defined by

(1.8) IIHI(F) = sup 2 a.ftF,

where the sup in (1.8) is taken over all finite collections of disjoint Borel subsets

of E and scalars a,.

The variation of ft over a set E G S is defined by

N

<L9> INII(F) = sup2WF1)||

where the supremum in (1.9) is taken for all families of disjoint sets {£,}{! i such

that U^F, Ç E.

Remark. If |||jtt|||(£) < oo, then it is easy to show that |||/i|||(£) = ||/i||(F).

Lemma 1.0 (Dunford-Schwartz). Let C be the Banach space of continuous

functions on a toroidal group T"; let X be a Banach space. Then

(1) suppose that X: C -* X is a continuous linear operator. Then there exists a

unique vector-valued measure ¡ix defined on S, with values in X**, such that

(i) -(jc*,/*a(-)> is a regular countably additive measure for every x* G X*\

(ii) the mapping x* -* (x*,/ix(-)) is continuous with the X and M topologies;

(iii) <x*,A(/)> = <**, Sf(s)d^y for every /G C and x* E X*;

(iv) 11%.*] - Ik II (r).
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The converse also holds.

(2) Suppose that X: C -» X is a compact linear operator. Then there exists a

unique vector-valued measure fix on S having values in X, such that

(0 MI) - J74ix;
(ü) «Altan = Ikll(r).

Lemma 1.0 is a statement of the general representation theorems proved in

Dunford-Schwartz [10, VI, 7.2-7.3].

For every X G B and/ G L(A") one may now define r: L(X) -* Ü(X) by

</)(?) = f<p(t)f(t)dt   for every <p G C.

Since / is Bochner integrable the map t is well defined. Furthermore since

|| Tj-fWux) -> 0 as s ->0 (see Dunford-Schwartz [10, III, 12.8]) it follows that

t: L{X) ->• Ü(X).
I shall now show that for every X there exists an integrable function fK such that

rifx) - X.
Let <<pt> be a continuous complex-valued approximate identity such that

supp <pk contracts to 0. For every s G T" define the function

(l.io) eft*) = x(x%).

Since <pk is continuous for every k, (1.10) is a well-defined function continuous

from T" to X. Since c£ is continuous for every k, cfc is Bochner integrable for

every k. Therefore one may write

(1.11) T(e*)(ç>) = / «pfrMfr)ds = / v(í)Att%)«fr = Afa * <p)

and furthermore

(1.12) i(ct)(<p) = f <pk(s)\(Z<p)ds = f<pk(s)T,X{<p)ds.

By (1.12),

IWcf) - AUcjrj -   s«P /9*(*)[ïMv) - A(<P)]<fr
(1.13) ■**'

<  sup \\TSX - \\\cx] ~* 0   as k -> oo

since the supports of the <pk contract to 0.

However, by (1.11), t(c{)(<p) = X(q>k * <p) and therefore r{cx) is compact as the

product of a compact operator with X. Hence X itself is compact as the strong

limit of compact operators.

By Lemma 1.0 there exists a measure jux and a sequence of measures /if such

that

Afo) «/*<//*, llAltari = IK II (n.
(1.14) \

*tá)(<p) - ffpdpji,       \\«4)\\cx) = MII (T"),
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where (/i{> is the sequence of measures defined by dy.{ = c^dt. Since c£ is itself

a continuous function for every k,

(1.15) IK<Pt)|eui = U\\{T')=¡H\\dt = ItôlUr,.

Therefore the norms of c£ in L(A) and r(cf ) in [C, A*] coincide. Since by (1.13)

the t{c£) form a Cauchy sequence in [C, A"], the cjj therefore form a Cauchy

sequence in L(X) converging to an element /x of L(A"); fx is clearly a Bochner

integrable function. By (1.14),

m = f<PÁdt = t(/x)(<p),       BXHtyri = HAlur).

To show that the mapping t: L-* Ü defined by t = {t*} above for every

X G S3 is a natural mapping, observe that

¿(A)      T*   >  ¿»(A-)

¿(a) | ¿'(a)

¿(y)   ry ) ¿'(y)

commutes, since

L*(«M/)(<P) - «(//Ç*) -/(«/Mr = Tr(L(a)/)(<p).

Remark. By Proposition 32 of [13, p. 145] it follows that L'(A") Q M(X) with

identity of norms.

Theorem 1.0 has a twin which applies to the functor C.

Definition 1.15. Let T" be a toroidal group and S3 the category of Banach

spaces. Define the functor C°: S3 -* J\\ for every X E S3 by

C"(X) - {/: J" -» A" I/continuous},

H/lcv) - wpH/WHr,

C°(«)(/)(0 - «/W       Va G [A", y],/ G C°(A-), í G F".

Theorem 1.1. Leí T" be a toroidal group and S3 the category of Banach spaces.

Let C° be the functor of Definition 1.15 and C the functor of Definition 1.9. Then

there exists an isometric isomorphism C° = C.

Proof. I shall not prove Theorem 1.1 in detail since its proof is almost a word-

for-word repetition of that for Theorem 1.0 above. The role of Lemma 1.0 in

Theorem 1.0 is here taken by a second theorem due to Dunford and Pettis.

This theorem will also be useful in other contexts.
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Theorem 1.2 (Dunford-Pettis). Let T" be a toroidal group and I) the Banach

space of integrable functions on T". Then:

(1) Let X = Y* be a Banach space which is the dual of a separable Banach space

Y. Suppose that X: Ü -» X is a continuous linear operator. Then there exists ana.e.

unique weak* measurable function Jx: T" -* X such that

(i) for every y G Y,

<y,M.9)> = f <y,A(s)M')ds',

(») 11%',*] = ess supJA(s)||jr.
The converse is also true.

(2) Let X be an arbitrary Banach space and suppose that X: Ü —» A* is a compact

linear operator. Then there exists an a.e. unique strongly measurable function

fx: T" -» X such that

(i) X(<p) = fMsMs)ds;
(") \\M{ü.x\ = ess sup,||/x(s)||*.

Theorem 1.2 may be found in [10, VI, 8.5-8.10].

Another important natural isomorphism is given by the following theorem due

to Grothendieck.

Theorem 13 (Grothendieck). Let T" be a toroidal group and B be the category

of Banach spaces, and Lx the Ü functor on B. Then there exists an isometric

isomorphism ^¡\(C) = Lx.

The proof of Theorem 1.3 may be found in Grothendieck [13, p. 60]. It involves

the use of the Dunford-Pettis theorem [10, VI, 8.10] to represent the bilinear

operator on Ü X X for X G B.

2. The natural mappings of harmonic analysis. As mentioned in the introduc-

tion, this paper will be concerned with the study of those natural mappings of

functors defined respectively by the Fourier transform, convolution, and convo-

lution multipliers. In this section I shall define the Fourier transform and

convolution as mappings of functors in the category of Banach spaces and prove

or state those theorems necessary to develop the elementary properties of these

mappings.

Definition 1.16 (the Fourier transform). Let T" be a toroidal group and B the

category of Banach spaces. Suppose that D is the distribution functor acting on

B. For every Banach space X G B and X G D{X), define X(m) = X(em)V/n

G Z" where em is the function defined by em{f) = £-'<»>.'>.

Clearly the operator A defines a linear mapping from D(X) to the linear space

of A"-valued /j-dimensional sequences on Z".

Definition 1.17. Let Z" be the group of «-dimensional integer lattice points and

B the category of Banach spaces. Define
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r(X) = {X:Zn-+X\X bounded}      VA" G S,

HAU*) = «UP WKm)\\x      VA G r(X) and X G S3,
meZ"

/°°(a)(X) = a o X.

Clearly /°° is a functor.

For the important special case in which X G Ü(X) the following proposition

follows immediately from Definition 1.16 and Theorem 1.0.

Proposition 1.5. Let T" be a toroidal group and S3 the category of Banach spaces.

Let Ü be the Ü functor acting on S3. Then for every X E S3 andX G Ll(X),

X(m) = ff^e-X^dt

where fx is the function corresponding to X. Furthemore defines a natural mapping

of the functor Ü to the functor /°°.

The following proposition also follows easily.

Proposition 1.6. Let T" be a toroidal group and S3 the category of Banach spaces.

Let D be the distribution functor on S3 over T". Then for every X G S3 and

X E D(X), X\m) = 0 Vffi G Z" implies X = 0.

Proof. Clearly there are very many proofs for this proposition: I shall use the

very useful device of reducing the vector-valued case to the scalar case.

Let X E S3 and X G D(X ), and suppose that X(m) = 0 V m. Then, for every

x* G A"* and m E Z",

0 = <x*,X(m)> = <**,X(0>-

Hence by uniqueness for the case of scalar-valued distributions the distribution

(x*,X)(<p) = <**,X(<p)> = 0 for every x* E X* and <p G C00. Hence X = 0.

Using the notions of vector-valued distribution and the Fourier transform of a

vector-valued distribution it is now possible to extend the definition of harmon-

ically invariant Banach space to the case of Banach spaces of vector-valued

distributions.

Definition 1.18. Let X = XB be a Banach space consisting of distributions with

values in a Banach space B. Let

BEX = {bem | b E B,em E Ex),

C? = {ep G C« | ftm) = 0 Vm 3 emG Ex).
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Then I shall say that the space X is harmonically invariant if

(1) \\TsX\\x = HAL,
(2) Cx ® B* is a norming subspace of A"*,

(3)BEXQX.
Clearly Definition 1.18 is constructed in strict analogy to the corresponding

definition of harmonically invariant Banach space in the complex-valued case.

It is similarly possible to define vector-valued Banach modules over M. Clearly

for every measure /x G M and <p G C°°, \i * <p G C°°. Let B be a Banach space

and X a distribution X G D(B). Then the module product X * jit is defined by

duality as X * /i(<p) = X(p. * <p).
As was the case for the categories ¡Bqq and «%, one may now construct

analogous categories for vector-valued distributions. Let B0 be the category of

harmonically invariant Banach spaces X of distributions with values in a Banach

space Bx. The morphisms for B0 will consist of the continuous linear mappings

[X,Y]. Let <=M0 be the category of normal Banach modules X over A/q, where X

again consists of vector-valued distributions, and the morphisms for JV^ will

consist of all continuous module homomorphisms a G [A", Y] such that a*:

V(Y*) -* V{X*). It is easy to see that S,» is a subcategory of B0 and ¿M^ is a

subcategory of <=%

For the category S0 it is also possible to define a function W: B0 -* B0 which

will be useful in what follows:

Definition 1.19. (1) Let S0 be the category of harmonically invariant Banach

spaces, and define the function W: B0 -* B0 for every X G B0 by

W(X) = V(X*)*   where V(X*) = clx. Cj? ® B*,
(1.16)

llxiL(*) — llxi^.)..

(2) Let J\ be the category of normal Banach modules over M0, and define the

functor W: J\\ü -* <=% as in (1.16) above, with also

W(a) = ß* where ß = a* L^.,.

The following proposition will also be important.

Proposition 1.7. Let Y G B. Then 2K: B0 -» B0.

Proof. Proved as Theorem 2.7 in Chapter 2.

The second elementary mapping of harmonic analysis with which I shall deal

is that of tensor convolution.

Definition 1.20. Let T" be a toroidal group and S the category of Banach

spaces. Let Ü denote the Ü functor on B. Then for every X, Y G B and

/G Ü(X),g G L'(y), the tensor convolution of/and g is defined by

f*g(s) = -¿rnfñs-t)®g(t)dt.
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I shall often refer to tensor convolution simply as convolution. Clearly if

/ G Ü(X) and g E Ü(Y), then/* g G Tn -» A* ® Y.

A second definition may be given of tensor convolution for the functor D.

Definition 1.21. Let T" be a toroidal group and S3 the category of Banach

spaces. Let D be the distribution functor and C°° the C" functor on S3 over T".

Then for every A", y G S and X G D{X) and <p G C*(Y), the tensor convolu-

tion of X and <p is defined by

A * <Ki) = 2 yt ® HTs<Pi)

M
for every <p = 2 y¡Vi with y¡ e Y* 9i G C" Vi

and extended to all <p G CX(Y) by continuity. Since every <p G C"(A") is the

limit in the seminorms Px of a uniformly absolutely convergent Fourier series

<P = 2" ¥jn)em, X * «p is defined for every X G D(X) and <p G C'iY). Clearly

Definitions 1.20 and 1.21 coincide for A G Ü(X).

To prove a version of Young's theorem for functors a definition will be

necessary.

Definition 1.22. Let T" be a toroidal group and S3 the category of Banach

spaces. Suppose that C is the continuity functor and L1 is the Ü functor on S3

over T". Then for every X, Y E S3, define bifunctors C®, L^, and C® by

(1.17)
C9(X, Y) = {X G C(A- ® y)},       C.(«,ß) = a®ßoX,

llAllc,(jr,r) = llAllc(AT«r);

L9(X, y) = (A e L'(A- ® y)},       U(a,/5) = «®j8o\,

0-18)        IIMIucr.r) = IIMWor);

(1.19)       C?(A-, y) = {<p E C"(X ® Y)},       Cg(a,ß)<p = a ® ß(<p),

R?(<p) = sup||/>-V|b»r   Vm > 0.

(1.17), (1.18) and (1.19) are each clearly bifunctors. The following proposition will

now follow easily.

Proposition 1.8 (Young's theorem for functors). Let T" be a toroidal group and

S3 be the category of Banach spaces. Suppose that Ü is the I) functor on S3, C the

continuity functor, and D and C°° the distribution and C* functors respectively. Then

the * of tensor convolution defines a natural mapping of bifunctors

(i) •: Ü X C -»• C8,

(ii) *: L1 X L' -> Ll
(in) ♦: D x C30 -» Cg.

Proof. Proposition 1.8 follows immediately by the same methods as in the

scalar-valued case for (i), (ii). Part (iii) follows immediately from the observation
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that differentiation commutes with convolution in the tensor case also, and that

<p G c°°(y).
With the aid of Young's theorem it is now possible to state and prove a

proposition relating convolution and the Fourier transform.

Proposition 1.9. Let T" be a toroidal group and S the category of Banach spaces.

Suppose that Ü is the Ü functor and D and C°° are the distribution and Cx functors

on B over T". Then:

(I) For every X, Y G B andf G Ll(X), g G Ü(Y),

(1.20) (/•*)»-/(m) «*(«).

(II) For every X,YeBandX<= D(X), <p G C°°{Y),

(1.21) (X • <p)' (m) = X(m) ® ç>(wi).

Proof. (I) Since there does not exist a satisfactory version of the Fubini-Tonelli

theorem for vector-valued integrals, it is necessary to approximate / and g by

continuous Banach-space valued functions.£ -»/in Ü(X) and gk -> g G Ü(Y).

Since / and g are Bochner integrable and hence a.e. separably valued this may

clearly be done. Hence it is enough to show the theorem for / and g continuous

whence (1.20) follows in the general case. However for/and g continuous,

- ¿r/e"i<m,,>{(¿r ff(s - ° ®g(t)d<}ds

- ñtfffk - O*"***"* ® ¿Mrfi = /(#n) ® |(w)

just as in the scalar-valued case.

(II) Let X, Y G B and X G D(X), <p G CX(A"). Then <p = 2" *0t> where

$(/i) G y Vja and the Fourier series 2°° ^(jf)^ is uniformly and absolutely

convergent together with all of its derivatives. Then by the continuity of X and

the Definitions 1.16, 1.21 of the Fourier transform and convolution

/A » <p(s)em(s)ds = J*2 <Km) ® X{Tse^)em(s)ds

- 2 ft/») ® \{ejfeß{s)em(s)ds = v(m) ® Â(w).
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CHAPTER 2: THE TRANSLATION OPERATORS

In this section I shall develop the basic properties of the four mappings A, V,

t, A, which will be of very much importance in the next chapters. These

mappings provide a technical apparatus to transform theorems on natural

mappings of functors on the category S3 into cognate theorems on the continuity

of integral operators acting on harmonically invariant spaces in the category S3q;

in particular they allow the process discussed in the introduction to be carried

out for very general spaces of distributions.

The following proposition will be used in a basic way.

Proposition 2.0. Let T" be a toroidal group and C", Cfn be the metric spaces of

complex-valued C00 functions and Dn, D2„ the distribution functors on T" and

7/2« = T" XT" respectively. Then:

(1) C? ® C.- at C£.
(2) D^ a D„ o Z>„ a. D„ ® D„.

(3) For every Y E S3, there exists a natural isomorphism Sy ° D„ s D„ ° 2y

(4) There exist natural isomorphisms D„ s Horn® [£>„,/)„] ̂  Hom9[C¡?, D„].

Proof. (1) The proof of (1) may be found in L. Schwartz [36, Proposition I, p.

17, Chapter II].

(2) This part follows very easily from part (1) by virtue of the properties of the

tensor product shown for Banach spaces in Proposition 1.3 above. Let X E S3.

Then

D*,{X) = [C£,X] at [Cr ® C?,X] at [CMC, A"]] = D„ o D„{X).

(3) Let A" be a Banach space and define, for every _>>®X G Y ® D„(X) and

X E S3,

(2.0) ix(y ® X) = X ® y.

(2.0) is clearly a continuous isomorphism after extension by linearity.

Now observe that since Dn is a nuclear space and ® is the projective tensor

product (cf. [13, Definition 2, p. 32]) it follows by [13, Theorem 6, p. 34] that

D„{X) = Dn®X. Hence

(2.1) D„(X)® Y = D„®X® Y = D„(X® Y).

Letjx(x ® y) — y ® x, and extend/y by linearity. Then jx is also continuous

and isometric and D„(jx): D„(X ® Y) -» D„(Y ® A"). One may therefore define

the mapping

yx = ix °Jx- 2rD„(X) -* DnZY(X)-
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Clearly also the mapping y = {yx} is natural, since for every X,  Y, and

a G [A", Z], the diagram

7at

2y ° Dn(X) = y ®Dn{X)  -► Dn • 2y(A)

1 y ®/)„(«) £>„(ly®a)

2y o D„(Z) = y ®£»n(Z) -     7z    * Dn ° 2y(Z)

commutes:

Z>„(ly ® a)y*(.y ® A) = 1D. ® \Y ® a(A ® y ® jc)

= Yz(lr ® l/>. ® «)(^ ® A ® jc) = yz(y ® Z>n(a)A)

= yz » ly ® AíaíÍA' ® X).

(4) I shall show the existence of an isomorphism Homg[£>„,/)„] s Z)B. The

second part follows easily in the same way.

Observe that by Definition 1.13 and part (3) above, there exist natural

isomorphisms Hom8[Z)„,Z)n](y) = [D„,D„ o 2y].

Let H G [D„,Dn(y)]. Since H commutes with elements of M, em * H(em)

= H(em). Let <p(m) = H(em)'(m). Then

H(em) = H(emy (m)em = <f{m)em       Vm

where <p(m) G y for every m.

Furthermore for every trigonometric polynomial p and A G Dn, p * X is a

trigonometric polynomial. Therefore

H(p*Xy(m)=p(m)H(XY(m),

(2-2)
#(/» * X) (m) = <p(m)(p * A) (m) = <p(ff0.p(»0A(m).

Since (2.2) holds for every trigonometric polynomial, it follows that H(XY(m)

= (p(m)X(m) \fm.

I shall now show that <p is the Fourier transform of a distribution h G D„(Y).

From this fact it will be possible to define the isomorphism iY: Hom8[Z)n,Z)n2y]

-A(n
To do so I shall first prove a lemma.

Lemma 2.0.1. Let Y be a Banach space and X G D„(Y). Then:

(1) There exists an integer m and a constant k such that, for every <p G C",
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(2.3) IM* < k   sup HD'vL.

(2) FAere existt an integer k such that ||X(w)||y < |m|*.

Proof. This proof is standard. Suppose that no inequality of the form (2.3) held.

Then there would exist a sequence <<pt> G C„°° such that (pk # 0 VA: and

(2.4) ll%*)llr-> * •  sup \\D><pkh.
a<P<k

Since <pk ¥> 0 by (2.4), ak = supo<p<k\\Dp'Pk\\x> > 0. Let tfo = (Ata*)-1»?*. Then

<pt G C* and supo^pg/tll'D',r'*L = k~u, hence ipt -» 0 in C°°. However

IIMfc)Kr -(*«*)-' HX(%)|lr>l.

Since X: C°° -» Y is continuous, (2.4) is impossible and the inequality (2.3) is

true.

(2) follows immediately from (1) on setting «p = em for each exponential e„.

By Lemma 2.0.1, <p is the Fourier transform of A G D„(Y) if and only if <<p(wi)>

is a tempered sequence in Y. Suppose that (<f(m)} is not tempered. Then there

exists a sequence (mk) such that |mt| -* oo and M"»*)^ > l"»*|*. Let »K-*)

= 2 \mk\~k/2ei<mt-x>. $ is clearly in C00; however

Mmk)timk)\\r>\mk\W

which contradicts the fact that /7(A)" = <p. X is a distribution in D„(Y) and

therefore tempered.

Let " denote the inverse Fourier-Schwartz transform of an m-dimensional

sequence in Z", and define iY(H) = <p = h where h is the distribution in D„(Y)

generated by <p.

Clearly i = {/>} is a monomorphism; it is also clear that i is onto. To see that

i is natural, observe that the diagram

Y
Hom9[Dn,D„)(Y)   —^-+D„(Y)

Hom9[Dn,Dn)(a)

I A,(«)

Eom9[Dn,Dn](Z)   —->D„(Z)
•z

clearly commutes since the Fourier transform * and its inverse * on Z" are

both natural mappings.

Definition 2.0. Let C", C£ be the metric spaces of complex-valued C°°

functions on T" and F2". Define
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&<f(x,y) - T^rff <&* + s,y - s)ds       V<p G C£,

A<p(x) = ^yï/?(*>* ~ s)<fr>

V<p = (/ - A)<p;

(2.6) r<¡{x,y) = <p(x+y)       V<p G C,,00.

It is now possible to define the mappings A, V, A, and t on spaces of

distributions.
Definition 2.1. Let Dm D^ be the distribution functors over B on the toroidal

groups T", T2n respectively. Define natural mappings A, V, A, t, A* for every

X G Bby

A*A(<p) = A(Aq;), VA G Du(X) and <p G C£,

V,A - (/ - AJA,

A,A(<p) = Afo), VA G /^(A"), m G C,

T^A(m) = A(A<p), VA G D„{X), <p G C»,

AJH = AMZ(#Z ® 1DJAZ,       V// G Hom8[D„,Dn](X),       \fZ G B,

AJ# = AX9Z(HZ® 1d.)tz.

Remark. It is clear from Definition 2.1 that, for X G B,

A^rUA')-*/^*),

Vx: D^X)-» D^iX),

Ax: ZUA") -* D„(A-),

rx:Dn(X)^D2tt{X),

A*x: Hom9[Dn,Dn](X) -* Hom@[DnDn,DnDn](X),

A*x: HomjA.Dn](X) -* Hom8[AA,A,AZ>,I4I](n

The last two relationships follow from Proposition 2.0.

The following theorem states the fundamental properties of the six mappings

above acting on the distribution functors D„ and D^,.

Theorem 2.0. Let B be the category of Banach spaces and Dn, D^ the distribution

functors on B over T", T2" respectively. Then:

(1) Let J be the natural embedding of VDnD„ in D„D„. Then

0 -» VD„D„ ̂ DnDn -^ D„D„ -* 0
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is split exact.

(2) In the diagram

D„Dn

A1
•♦ ADrPn—^ AD„D„   -► 0

i

all sequences are exact.

0 -» Horn»[D„,D„\ * Hom8[Z>„/)„,,£>,,£>,,],
(3)

0 -» Hom9[D„,Dn] ±> Hom8[AZ)„Z)n,AA,A,]

are exact.

(4) All mappings of functors in (1), (2), (3) are natural.

Remark. Let H be a complex-valued distribution. The import of Theorem 2.0,

in particular parts (3) and (4), is that the mapping t commutes with any

convolution operators H G [D„, D„], and hence with any operator H G [F, F] for

a large class of functors. Thus AH * tA = H * X and therefore H * rX =

t(// * A). By part (3) of Theorem 2.0 one is enabled to transform multiplier

theorems for mappings of functors [F, G] into theorems on mappings [AF, AG].

Essentially parts (3) and (4) say that any mappings in HomgjF, G] correspond

exactly to mappings in Hom^AF, AG], and therefore will be mappings for any

spaces of the form AF(A"), AG(A") for any X G S0.

Proof. (1) It is clear that A is onto A £>„£>„ and that the embedding map Jx is a

monomorphism. Therefore it is only necessary to show that VD„Dn(X) is exactly

the kernel of A*.

Observe that by Definition 2.1 of A* and the fact that D^X)^ D„D„(X), for

every A G ZUA") s A/U*),

A}A(ç>) = A(A2«p),

and by Definition 2.0

A2q>(x,y) = tt-tï;//^ + s + t,y - s - t)dsdt
(2.7) (2w)

= ññfj^x + u>y - «)* - A<p(x,y).
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Hence V<p = (/ - A)<p G Ker A.

Let A*X(<p) = 0. Then X(A(p) = 0. Clearly A is continuous from C£ to C£, and

therefore by (2.7) above, A is a projection. Hence

X(<p) = X((7 - A>p) + X(A<p) = X((7 - A>p) = V,X(<p).

Thus X = VXX E VD„Dn(X). Hence Ker A* = VxD„Dn(X). To see that the

sequence (1) is split exact, it is now only necessary to observe that X = VXX

© A^X forms a direct sum decomposition of DnD„(X) = VxDnD„(X) © bxD„D„.

(2) Let X E S3. It is clear again that the vertical sequence DnD„(X)

-»A*A*D„D„(X) -> 0 is exact since AxDnDn(X) is just the image of D„DB(X)

under A*. To show that the horizontal sequence is exact, it is only necessary to

show that rx is onto and one to one.

To show that rx is onto, let X G A*D„D„(A*). Then X = AXX. Let Xq = A^X.

For every <p G C*,

t*Ao(<p) = txAx\(<p) = A*X(A<p) = X(tA<p).

However

tA<p(x, v) = ^r-yiT J <p(i,x - s)ds = jYYjf^s'x + y ~ s^ds

1
¡ j <p(x + s, y — s)ds = A<p.r»"

Hence T^X^tp) = X(A<p) = A*X(<p) = X(<p) and rx is onto.

To show that rx is a monomorphism, observe first that

Aixp(x) = Tj-yfrts + x - s)ds = <p(x)

and therefore A is a left inverse for t. Suppose now that t*(X) = 0. Then

<A<p,X> = 0 for every <p G C£, since t: C„°° -* C2, <<p,X> = <Artp,X> = 0 for

every <p G C" and hence X = 0.

(3) To show that AJ is a monomorphism, observe first that by Proposition

2.0, Dn » 2j- a 2D<(8y. Hence there exists a natural algebraic isomorphism

llon^lD^D„](Y) at [Z)B,/A,2r] s [2Dii,2BiiSr]. Furthermore it is easy to show

that the mapping ¡z(Hz) = He with inverse ¡z(Hc) = Hc ® \z defines a natural

algebraic isomorphism

(2.8) [2D„2W] à [Dn,D„ ® Y] = [ft,4,(y)]

where in the last two terms of (2.8), D„ = D„(C) and D„(Y) are the respective

spaces of distributions.

It will therefore be sufficient to show (4) for the case in which the Banach space

Z is simply the space C of complex numbers.
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Suppose that Y G B and H G [Dn,Dn(Y)\ and that AYH = AY(H ® IdJAq.
Then in particular for every distribution A = ei¡,e¡¡, G D^ = £)* ® D¡¡,

Arif®b,Actóe¿;) = 0.

Since Actóe^)^,^) = {2v)~n S em(x + s)em{y -s)ds = ^(»„(¿O.

(2.9)  0 = Ay(// ® Wtóei) - AK(7/tóK) = Ayiî(«)«Sei = /í(4>:.

Henee #(m) = 0 Vm e Z". Since # is the Fourier-Schwartz transform of the

distribution in D„(Y) corresponding to H by the monomorphism Hom9[Dn,D„]

-» Dn it follows that H = 0 and hence A* is a monomorphism.

Finally it follows immediately from (2) that the second sequence in (3) is a

monomorphism.

(4) Since the proofs that the mappings of Theorem 2.0 are natural are closely

analogous in each case, I shall only prove that A is natural. To do so it is only

necessary to observe that the diagram

D2n(X) -^ D2H(X)

Oa»(a)| D2n(.o¿)

D2n(Y)-r->-D2n(r)
ay

commutes, since for every A G D2n(X) and <p G C^,

Ay£>2»A((p) - Ar(a » A)(<p) = a(A(A<p)) = a(AxX(<p)) = Z)2n(o)AxA(<p).

Let A' be a functor on the category S over the toroidal group T". I shall say

that K is between the functor C„°° and D„ if the embedding monomorphisms

C00 C'K Q1>'Dn are natural.

The following proposition will be important to interpreting the results of

Theorem 2.0 for the rest of this section.

Proposition 2.1. Let K be a functor over T" on the category B, and suppose that

K is between C? and D„. Then:

(1) For every Banach space X G B consisting of distributions on T" with values

in a Banach space BGS, and every Y G B, there exists a monomorphism ftr,

a-(a- ® y) Ç D^iB ® y).

(2) Let K be a functor K: B -» <s4t0. Then there exists a natural monomorphism
,*

HonU*,*] ç HomjA.A]-
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Proof. Part (1) is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.0 together with

the facts that A" consists of distributions on T", and AT is a subfunctor of D„:

K(X ®Y)C D„(X ®Y)^Dn®X®YQDn®Dn®B®Y

=* D^® B® Y.

(2) Since the functor K is between C°° and D„, the embedding monomorphisms

17,17' are both continuous. For every Y E S3 and H G Hom8[A", K](Y) define the

mapping n*¡ : Hom9[K, AT] -* Hom^C", D„] by

(2.10) li*(Hx) - Vx»r ° Hx o -qx.

To show that ju* is a monomorphism, suppose that /i*(//*) ■ 0 for A", Y G B.

Then since r¡'X9y is a monomorphism Hx o tjx = 0, and therefore Hx(f0) = 0 for

every/o G C°°(A"). Since A": JB -» ^W0, Hx is a module homomorphism over ¡}.

Hence for every <p G C00 and/ G K(X), <p * //*(/) = Hx((p */) = 0. There-

fore Hx(f) = 0 for every/ G A"(A") and //* = 0.

Since the mappings 17' and tj in (2.10) are both natural it follows that ft* is

natural. Since by Proposition 2.0 there exists an isomorphism /: Hom9[C'x>, D„]

s Horn®[D„,D„], the mapping p* = 1: <> jtt^ defines a natural monomorphism

fi*: Hom9[K,K] Q HomjA,, A,]-
Let A" be a functor between C°° and Dn acting on the category S3, and suppose

that A" G S is a Banach space consisting of distributions on T" with values in a

Banach space B E S3. Since, by Proposition 2.1, AT(A") Q D2n(B), the mappings

A, V, A, t define mappings on AÍA") by restriction. One may therefore make a

definition:

Definition 2.2. Let AT be a functor between C00 and D„ acting on the category

S3. For every Banach space X E S3 consisting of distributions on T" with values

in a Banach space B G S3, define restrictions of A, V, A, t to AT(A") by

A* = AB Ijcpc),        Vx = VB !*(*),

Ax = AB \K(X),        rx = Tfl IajAW •

If A" is a Banach space of distributions with values in B, I shall regard the

Banach space B as uniquely determined by X. It will then follow that given a

functor K and a Banach space X of /¿-valued distributions, the meaning of A*,

Vx, Ax, tx is unambiguously assigned.

For the rest of this paper, when the functor K and the Banach space X may be

clearly understood from context, I shall often write A, V, A, t for the mappings

A*, \, Ax, rx.
In the forms given by Definition 2.2 and Definition 2.5 (to come) the mappings

of Definition 2.1 and Theorem 2.0 will be used extensively throughout this paper.

Their properties however will depend strongly on the categories on which they

act. The weakest properties which are still of interest are given in the following

definition and theorem for the category S3U.
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Definition 23. Let T" be a toroidal group and Ü the I) functor on the category

Su. Suppose that A" is a norm subfunctor of Ü and S° the operator of translation

by i acting on A" G Bu. Define, for every X G Bu,

àK{X) = {/ G K(X) | S",/-» is Bochner integrable in Ü(X)},

\\f\\mx) = J^(\\S°n\K{x)dt.

Clearly AK defines a functor on the category B„ (in Ba the only mappings are

the identity).
It is important to note that 5° may not be continuous in t when acting on

general spaces X G B; again, AA^A"), although clearly a subspace of K(X), may

not be a closed subspace.

The properties of the mappings A and t on AA are given in the following

theorem.

Theorem 2.1. Let K be a norm subfunctor of the I) functor on Bw over T". Then

for every X G Bw, all sequences in the diagram

AA(A)

Ax

-» AAA(A)-» AAA(A)   -> 0

are exact and all mappings are continuous.

Proof. Let A" G Ba and suppose that/ G A(A") and Ô°,/L, is Bochner integra-

ble. By Proposition 2.1, K(X) ç D^. Since 5°,/-/ is Bochner integrable, 6°/ is

weakly integrable. Therefore for every <p G C£

Hence

^/¿¡°,/-,<A(<p) = /(¿ñ/«, ® 8-,(<P)di) = /(Atp) = A,/(<p).

<¿ñ/ll«0r/-,ll^=ll/IUw
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Furthermore

H4/W) = (2^/llS°,(A/)-IllW<

= / ||(¿5/5;+'/-1-'í/5| dt = l|A/l1^)-

Hence A: A.A*(A") -» A.A*(A") is continuous. The continuity of rx and the exact-

ness of the sequences for Theorem 2.1 is obvious.

In the case of functors acting on the category S30 it is possible to obtain very

much more extensive information.

Definition 2.4. Let T" be a toroidal group and L00 the L00 functor on B0.

Suppose that AT is a norm subfunctor of L", between C°° and D„, and

K: B0 -» «% Define functors A AT, AK, VAT from S30 to J\ by

(1)

(2)

(3)

AA:(A") = AXK(X),       AK(a)f = AxK(a)rxf,

ll/ILrtr) = hx/hix), V/ G AK(X);

AK(X) = ABATÍA"),       AA-(a)/ = AxK(a)Axf,

11/iLw) = K/IW)' v/ e A*W;

VAT(A-) = V^A-(A"),       VA-(a)/ = VxK(a)Vxf,

ll/IW) = Il/Il«*)' V/ G VK(X).

Using Proposition 2.1 it is also possible to define mappings A* and A* for

functors A": S3Q -> ¿M0.

Definition 2.5. Let T" be a toroidal group and L* the L°° functor on T";

suppose that A" is a norm subfunctor of L°°, between C" and Dn, such that

K: S30 -» 0% For every y G S3 define mappings

A*: Hom8[A",A"] -+ Horn» [A AT, A A"],

A*: Hom8[A",A:] -► Horn«[AA", AK]

by AJ(//*-) = AX9yHxAx, AY(HX) = AX9YHxrx for every X E S% and //

G Horn Ja:, A"].
It is necessary to show that the functors (1), (2), (3) are well-defined functors

in the category S0> m particular that the action of the functors on mappings

a G [A", y] is well defined. Furthermore it is necessary to show that the mappings

of Definition 2.5 have the indicated ranges. The first of these facts will come as

a corollary to the next two theorems; the second will be proved as part of one of

them (Theorem 2.3).

Theorem 2.2. Let T" be a toroidal group and L°° the L°° functor on S30. Suppose

that K is a norm subfunctor of L°°, between C" and D„, and K: S30 -* <e% Let
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A: Dfr -» D^ be the mapping of Definition 2.1. Then for every A" G So, A: A(A")
-+ K(X).

Proof. I shall give the proof in a succession of lemmas.

Lemma 2.2.1. Let X G S0 and suppose X consists of distributions X: C° -» B

with values in a Banach space B; let Ex = {em | 3 A G X B X(m) =^= 0} and

Cx = clc»Span Ex- Then there exists a closed subspace Y C X* such that

(1) C£ ® B* is dense in Y;

(2) X is isomorphic up to equivalence of norms to a closed subspace of Y*.

Proof. This lemma is simply a restatement of Definition 2.1 of the category Sq.

Since X ç D„(B), Cx ® B* defines a class of continuous linear functional on

A-by

(2.11) <b* ® <p,X>x = <b;X(<p))B

where (2.11) may be extended by linearity to all of Cx ® B*.

Lemma 2.2.2. Let L°° be the L°° functor on S0 over T*. Suppose that X G S0 and

Y is the closed subspace of X* given by Lemma 2.2.1. Then for every f G Ü, and

X G L°(X) = [D,X]

(2.12) AX{f) = ^-yfL»(8l)X_,(f)dt<=X

where the integral in (2.11) exists in the weak sense on Y.

Furthermore the inequality

(2.13) llAAIL-w < HAII^,

holds.

Proof. Since A: Ü -* X and X Q Y* by Lemma 2.2.1, A: Ü -» Y*. Hence by

the isomorphism of Proposition 1.3, A may be identified with the mapping

A: Ü ® y -» C. Since C* ç Ü and C? ® B* Q Y, X: Cn°° ® C? ® B* -» C.
Therefore for every b* G £*,/ G C„°° Ç L', and <p G Çj?,

<¿>*,AA(/)((?)>„ = <¿*,AA(/»,>)>* = <b;X(Af®<p)}B

(2.14) = <^a(¿/o_,®6,(/® *)<*))

= <^^/lw(WM/®<pV').

Since (2.14) holds for all ipGC?,/e C„°°, and ¿>* G B*, and C„°° ® C£ ® B*
is dense in Ü ® y,

AA(/) = ¿y¡/L»(5/)A_((/)*
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and AX(/) exists as a weak integral with respect to Y for every/ G Ll.

I shall now show that AX(/) G X for every/ G /J. Let/ G L1 and observe

that

AM/) = ^¡Lf{8,)X.,{f)dt = ^,J>(S,)X(/)¿r.

Since / is a continuous function of t in I), and X: L1 -+ X is a continuous

operator, X(/) is a continuous function of t in X. Therefore there exists a

sequence of trigonometric polynomials PN(t) = 2W xmem(t) with coefficients in

A", and converging to X(/) uniformly in /. Furthermore for every m E Z" and

x E X,

(b*®<p,^nfL»(8l)xem(t)d^ - (b\x(j±ff<p_,em(t)dt)y

= (b*,x(<p * ej> = (b*,q>(m)x(em)x(em)}

= <è*,x(/»i)><<p,em> = <¿>» ® <p,i(m)em>.

Therefore (2tt)"" J" L^Çô^xe^dt = x(m)em where jc(tm) G 5. Since A" G S3q, it

follows by condition (3) of Definition 1.18 that X contains all elements of the

form bem for b E B. Therefore (2w)~" f Lx(Sl)xem(t)dt E X.

Let PN{t) = 2fV*mem(0 be a trigonometric polynomial approximating to

X(/). Since y is a subspace of X* norming for X,

f L°°(S,)[X(/) - PN{i))dt      =   sup  (yjL°{8,)[XU,)-PN{t)]dï)

<f\\L«(d,Mf,)-Ps(m\x*'

Since X G Brj, the norm of X is invariant with respect to translation. Therefore

(2.15) l|L-(«,)[MJE) - JVWÎILr = WKf.) - PAOWx.

Since (2.15) is clearly measurable and -» 0 uniformly with respect to t,

fL'(Sl)[Hj;)-PN(t)]dt -*0
AT

and AX(/) G A* as the strong limit of elements of X.

To show the inequality (2.13) it is now only necessary to observe that

I|ax(/)|u < ¿i/ll¿"U)M < MimVfa'

Again by the translation invariance of the norms in X and I). Hence ||AX||t»(^)

^ llAll¿»(*)-
The theorem will be proved completely with the proof of the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.23. Let K be a norm subfunctor of L°°, between C°° and D„, and

A: S0 -* <s% Suppose that X G B0. Then ||AA||W) < ||A||W).

Proof. Let X G B0 and suppose that A is a norm subfunctor of L°°. Then the

unit sphere 5, A(A") = (A G L°°(A") | llAll^) < 1} is clearly a closed convex

subset of LX(X) containing 0.

Let X consist of distributions with values in a Banach space B and let ix be the

isometric monomorphism

[D,x]&[ii ® y]*

defined by the composition of

[Ü,X]c[Ü,Y*)á[Ü<S>Y)\

Since all mappings are isometries, ix is an isometry. Hence in particular the image

ix(By A(A")) = 5i forms a closed convex subset of (L ® Y)* and \\-\\K(X) isomet-

rically generates a seminorm IHI*:(;o on C^1 ® ^)* Dv the Minkowski functional

oí Si.
By the first part of Lemma 2.2.2, L°°(S()A_, is weakly* integrable in [Ü ® Y]*.

Since (5°)° = Sh it is sufficient to observe that for every u G S°,

(u,ix(j£yf L~<fi,)\-,dt)y < jfflJV?m^iïm* - lixilw)

and hence ||AA||W) < HAH^,.
The next theorem follows immediately from the previous theorem by the use

of Theorem 2.0 and Definition 2.2.

Theorem 23. Let T" be a toroidal group, S the category of Banach spaces, and

L00 the L°° functor on 230. Then for every norm subfunctor A of L°° such that A is

between C°° and D„, and A: Sq -» <=*% and for every X G B0:

(l)IfJx denotes the embedding map of VA(A") to K(X), the sequence

0 -» VA(A") * A(A") -* AA(A") -» 0 is split exact.

(2) In the diagram

A(A)

|   AX

0-» AK(X) —Z+ AK(X)-» 0

I
0

all sequences are exact.
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(3) For every Y —* S3 the sequences

0 -► HomjAT./CKy) -» Hom8[AAr,AA-](y),

A?
0-» Hom8[A',A'](y) -► Hom8[AA',AA'](y)

arc exacf.

Proof. To see that (1) is true it is only necessary to note that the embedding

map Jx is well defined since by Theorem 2.2, VA^A") = (/ - A)K(X) ç A^A").

(1) then follows from Theorem 2.0. (2) follows immediately from Theorem 2.0

since AAf(A") is simply the image of A"(A") Ç D^B) under the mapping A.

I shall now show part (3). By Theorem 2.7 below (Proposition 1.6) it follows

that if A" G S0. then XxY E S30íot any Y E S3. Therefore A: K(X) -» A^A")

and A: A"(A" X Y ) -* K(X X Y) for every A" G S30 and Y G S3. It is then clear

from part (2) that the mappings of (3) have the indicated ranges. The rest of (3)

follows immediately from Theorem 2.0 and the definitions (Definition 2.1,

Definition 2.5) of AY and AY.

Remark. If Y = C, the complex numbers, then the corresponding version of

part (3) clearly follows without the use of Theorem 2.7. This fact will be

important in the proof of Theorem 2.7 itself below.

Corollary 23.1. The functors (1), (2), (3) of Definition 2.4 are well defined for any

functor K: S30 -» J\ satisfying the conditions of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3.

Proof. To establish Corollary 2.3.1 it is only necessary to show that the

definitions of mappings in Definition 2.1 define mappings from AA"(A") to

AA"(A") and similarly for other functors. For (2) and (3) this is clear from

Theorem 2.2 alone; for (1) this is clear from Theorem 2.3(2) combined with

Theorem 2.2.

It should be especially noted in the case of Theorem 2.3 that on the category

B0 the mappings of (1), (2), (3) are not natural mappings. This is easy to see;

general linear operators a G [A", Y] will not commute with any of A, A, or t.

However a category may be described on which the mappings A, A, and t of

Theorem 2.3 will be natural. Let J^ be the category of all A" G <=^0 such that

X G S30 also as a Banach space; the mappings of ¿Ai^ will again be the set of all

module homomorphisms a G [A", Y\. In the category ^0 the mappings A, A, t

of Theorem 2.3 will all be natural.

Theorem 2.4. Let T" be a toroidal group, S3 the category of Banach spaces, and

L°° the L°° functor on ^%. Then for any norm subfunctor K of L satisfying the

conditions of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3, all statements (1), (2), (3) of Theorem 2.3 hold

for the functors K, AK, A A", and all mappings are natural.

Proof. Since as a class of Banach spaces <s4f0 C S3q, all statements of Theorem

2.3 hold for every X E ¿J%. I will prove here only that the mapping A: A" -» AAT
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is natural; the other cases are quite similar. To see that A is natural, observe that

for every A*, y G <=4ß, and a G [A", Y], a commutes with translation since X and

y are modules over M0. Furthermore it will be sufficient to show naturalness only

for L°° since A is a norm subfunctor of L°°. Let A", y G <=/%, a G [A*, Y], and

A G L°°(A"). To show that A: A -» A A is natural, I must show that the diagram

(2.16)

¿"(A)

L-(a)

A¿~(A)

AyL°°(a)Ax

L»(Y)   -=Z-> AL~(Y)

commutes, and hence that AyL°°(a)A = AyL"(a)AjA = AyL°°(a)A*A.

Since A G ¿"(A"), A G D2n(B). For every (p ® ̂  E C? ® C? = C£,

Lx(a)AxX(q> ® $) = L°°(a)A(A(p ® <//) = A(lc«» ® a ° A(<p ® i//)) = /.

Since a is a convolution operator, a commutes with translation. Therefore

1,

(2.17)

:» ® a(A<p ® ip) = lc«. ® «(75^5/5, ® 5_,(<p ® ̂ )«ft)

1     c
= ^3ä J «, ® M<P ® a^)df = AOc«, ® a)((p ® ̂ ).

By (2.17) it then follows that

/ = A(A(1C- ® a)(<p ® rf)) = Lœ(a)A(Aq3 ® ̂ ) = AyL°°(a)A(<p ® ̂ )

so that L"(a)A^A = AyL"(a)A for every A G ¿"(A-) and a G [X,Y\. Hence

AyL°°(a)A = AyL°°(a)A£A = AyL°°(a)AjrA = AyL°»A = AyL°°(a)A which
shows the commutativity of the diagram (2.16).

In the applications of Theorem 2.3 I shall often deal with spaces of the forms

A(A) or A(A* ® Y ) where X G S,,, Y G B, and A is a translation invariant norm

subfunctor of L°°. The next theorem will frequently be useful in providing

alternative descriptions of such spaces.

Definition 2.6. Let ft: R+ -» R+ be a positive nonincreasing function contin-

uous on the left, and suppose that L°° is the L* functor on the category S. Define

C(A") = |a G L"(X) I sup Ki)«A, - All^) < oo|

HXllow = \\M\f(x) + sup n(s)\\x, - Xlli-^),
s

C"(«)A = L°°(a)A.
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It is clear that for every /i, C is a norm subfunctor of L00. A functor of the

type of Definition 2.6 shall be referred to as a continuity functor.

Theorem 2.5. Let T" be a toroidal group, L° the L°° functor on the category S3q

over T". Then:

(1) For every continuity function fiandX E S\ AC(^) Q AC(X).

(2) For every X G S\ AC(X) Ç X £ AD°(X) = W(X), where each space is

a closed subspace of the following space.

(3) For every X E S30andY E S3, AL°(X ® Y) = AL°°(A") ® Y.

Proof. (1) follows immediately from the definitions of A, C, and C. I shall

prove (2) from which (3) will also follow immediately.

I shall first show that AC(A") C X. Since X G S30, X is harmonically invariant.

Hence there exists a norming subspace V(X*) of A"*, V(X*) = c\x.Cx ® B*.

Suppose X G AC(A"). Then by Theorem 2.3, t(A) G C(A"). Since X Q D„(B) for

some Banach space B, by Theorem 2.3 again and the definition of the mapping

t, for every/ G Ü and <p G Cx ® B*,

(2.18) <t(X)(/),<P> = <t(X),/® <p> = (x,f<p_,f(t)d¡) = <^*X,/MÄ,<p)

where the integral in (2.18) is taken in the weak* sense in W(X) = V(X*)*.

Hence r(X)(f) = f\f(t)dt.
By the Dunford-Pettis theorem [10, VI, 8.6], there exists a unique W(X)-va.\ued

function t(X)0 such that

t(X)(/)=/t(X)oM/M¿í.

Hence t(X)0(/) = X, a.e. Furthermore ||T(X)||c(jn, = supjXj^) = IIXI^

where the last equality holds because of the translation invariance of the W{X)

norm. Since t(A) g C(A" ), X, is a continuous W/(A')-valued function of s. Let pk

be an approximate identity in L1 consisting of trigonometric polynomials. Then

since X, is a continuous function of / and A" is a closed subspace of W(X) (by the

Definition 1.18 of harmonic invariance) it follows that T(X)(pk) — fX,pk(t)dt

converges strongly in W(X) to X. However for every em and y E V(X*),

(y,(Kem{t)dt) = (fy_,em(t)dt,X)
(2.19) X /       V /

= <^(w)em,X> = < y,X(m)emy.

Since X is harmonically invariant, \\m)em G X for every m; therefore r(X.)(pk)

— S \Pk(l)dt E X for every pk. Since X is closed it follows that X G A" and thus

AC(A-) Ç X.
I shall now show that W{X) = ALX(X). Since A" is a closed subspace of

W(X), (2) will follow. Suppose then that X G W(X) = V(X*)*. Then the weak*

integral t(X)(/) = fX,f(t)dt exists in ^(A). t(X) therefore defines a continuous
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function t(A): I) -* W^A") for every A G W(X). Let/ G if. Then there exists a

sequence of trigonometric polynomials <p*>, Pk~*f in ti. Furthermore, by

(2.19), t{X)(pk) = fX,pk(t)dt G X for every k. Since pk -»/ in L1, r{X)(pk)

-» t(A)(/) and therefore t(A)(/) G A" for every/ G L1. Hence t(A): L1 -* X and

A G ALX(X) for every A G W{X). Thus WÍAT) ç ¿"(A-).

To show that AÜ°(X) Ç W(X), I shall first prove a lemma.

Lemma 2.5.1. Let f be a complex-valued measurable function of V. Then the

function f(x,y) «■ f(x + y)for (x,y) G F2" is a measurable function on T2".

Proof. Clearly the case of complex-valued functions may be reduced to that of

real-valued functions; I shall suppose/has real values./is measurable if and only

if {x | f(x) > a) is measurable for every a. Let Ea = {x | f(x) > a} and consider

the set Fa = {(x,y) \ f(x + y) > a}. (x,.y) G Fa iS(x,y) G UxSr.(x,Fa - x). Let

S: T2" -» T2" be the group homomorphism defined by

0   ! p..y] = [x,x+y).

Then S[^] = 5(1^*, Fa - x)) = UX(^,F„) = Ea X V. Let fi be the ordinary

measure on T2" and ¡is the measure on F2" induced by S~' from F2". Since Haar

measure is unique and Ea X T" is measurable, it follows that F = S~l(Ea X T")

is measurable and hence/is measurable.

To show that AL*(A") Ç W{X), let A be a distribution, X (= ALœ(X). Then

t(A) G ¿"(X) = [L\X]. Let <A*> be a C°° approximate identity in L1 and define

a distribution n in Dn(B**) by

(2.20) <<*> ® b*, w) - lim <<> ® ¿>*,r{X)(hk)).
k~*oa

I shall show that (2.20) defines a linear functional on V(X*) = cl^.C™ ® 5*

and hence an element of W(X). Observe first that r{X){hk) defines a uniformly

bounded sequence of elements of X since \\hk || = 1 V k and t(A) is a continuous

mapping t(A): I) -» A". Furthermore by Definition 2.1 of the mapping t it follows

that for every <f> and b*,

<<f> ® ¿V(X)(M> = {hk ® <f> ® ¿>»,t(A)>

= <(At * <>) ® b*,X) -» <<f> ® ¿*,X>.

Since C" ® B* is strongly dense in V(X*) it follows that (2.20) defines a

continuous linear functional on V{X*) and hence a member of W(X). To show

that w — X it is only necessary to observe that since A: C£ -> C",

<<î> ® ¿>*,t(w)(»> - <A((f> ® 4>) ® />*,*>>

= <A(<í> ® <//) ® ¿>*,X> = <<J> ® ¿>*,tX(V')>.
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Since C* is dense in Ü and t is a monomorphism it follows that X = w. Hence

AL°(X) ç W(X). By the previous argument, W(X) Q AL"(A") and thus

equality holds.

To show part (3), observe first that for every X G Bq and v E V(X*), the

translation operator Ssv defines a strongly continuous mapping from T* to

V(X*). Hence it follows that, for every A G A", (v,63XJ = <S_,f,X> is a

continuous function of s for every X G A", and thus SSX is a weakly measurable

function of 5. Therefore the weak integral f(X)(/) = f Xtf(s)ds is a well-defined

weak* integral for every/ G Ü, and for every X G W(X) = ALX(X) will define

a mapping t(X): L1 -► ̂ (A-).

Let <J>, »^ G C" and ft* G B*. Then

<<i» ® ¿>*,t(A)0)> = /<*> ® b*,fx,tts)ds\
(2.21) X J '

= <(<(» . i¿) ® ¿>*,X> = <<*> ® ¿>*,t(X)(,//)>.

Since C" is dense in I), (2.21) implies that t(X) = f(X).

Now observe that for every Y E S3 there exists a natural embedding 2r ° L00

Ç L" o 2y defined by

ix[L®y]{f) = L(f)®y,      fEÜ,

and extended by linearity for every element of LX(X) ® Y. Furthermore, for

every X G A" and v G Y,

î(X) ® Áf) = (/x,/^) ® v = f(X,®y)f(s)ds = f(X ® y)(/).

Hence for every u E tX ® Y, u = 2°° rfk ® yk = t(2" /* ® yk) E t(X ® Y)

and the reverse. Since X E S3, \\fs\\x = \\f\\x. Hence, for every u G i^A" X Y),

IMIcw) = sup inf 2 11// II »All - inf 2 11/* II lb* II
(2.22) '       / \

= inf 2 (sup||//||j||Ä|| = IMI¿-c*)»r

where the inf in (2.22) is taken over all representations u = 2 /* ® Ä of u. Thus

the norms of L*{X) ® Y and L00^® Y) are identical when restricted to

tA" ® y = t(A" ® y). Part (3) is proved.

A stronger theorem may be proved for the category ^%.

Theorem 2.6. Let T" be a toroidal group, L°° the L°° functor, C the continuity

functor, and I the identity functor on the category <=/%. Then:

(1) For every continuity function fi, there exists a natural embedding v<¡,

AC'ÇAC.
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(2) There exist natural embeddings v{ and v2, and an isomorphism i such that

»I        "2 I

ACQICAL00^ W

where each functor is a closed subfunctor of the following functor.

(3) For every Y G B, AL00 o 2y s 2y ° AL".

Proof. In each case the embeddings and isomorphisms are the identity

mapping. The naturalness of all mappings follows from Theorem 2.4.

The next theorem states the basic fact concerning the functor EY acting on the

category B0. It was alluded to previously as Proposition 1.7.

Theorem 2.7. Let Y G S. Then 2y: S0 -» B0.

Proof. It is clear from the definition of B0 that if u G A" ® Y then by Corollary

4.4.2 below and the action of the functor 2y on mappings:

||A * «II»,, = inf 2 ||A * **ll IIAII < IMI/IHIwr

and X ® y has translation invariant norm. Therefore X ® y is a module over M0.

Furthermore since BEX Q X it follows also that B ® YEX Q X ® Y.

I shall now show that Cx ® [B ® Y]* is a norming subspace of A"*.

First observe that if X G Bq, then X ® Y G <=% To show this, I must show

that X ® y is normal. Let <A„> be an approximate identity in I). Then, for every

x G X,

II*» * -«11a- =        sup      (v,h„ * x) = sup <t/ » A„,x> -» ||jc||.
v£V(X')M<¡ M|<1

Therefore, for every u G X ® Y,

\\h„ * «H»,, = inf 2 HA, * xk\\ \\yk\\ -» inf 2 Ikll lb* II = IMUr-

Hence ifA,GS0,A"®yG <=%

Let «* G (A" ® y)* and define for every em G Ex = F»y, «* G [5 ® y]* by

<«*,Z> ® >>> = <«*,¿> ® ye}. Since 5 ® Yem is continuously contained in A* ® y,

«* is well defined after extension by linearity. Furthermore «* ® e„ G C"

® [5 ® y]* and, for every em G F*,

<«* * em,«> = (u*,em * x} = (u*,u{em)emy

= <"m."(em)> = <"m ® em,M>.

Therefore u* * h G cl(»y). C£ ® [5 ® Y]* for every A G Ü and «* G

(A" ® y)*. Let If = c^yj-C? ® [B ® y]*. Then

sup (v, «> =    sup   <«* * h, «> =   sup    sup <«*, A » «>
II«*(<1 I|A'«*II<1 11*11, <1 II«1I<1

=  sup \\h * u|| = ||«IUy.
IH<t
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Thus Cx ® [B ® y]* is norming and X ® Y E B0.

CHAPTER 3: APPROXIMATE IDENTITIES OF CONVOLUTION
OPERATORS

In this section I shall give a treatment in terms of category theory of the

convergence of sequence of convolution kernels of types which include among

others the Fourier series and its means. The advantage of the notion of functor

here derives from the fact that the scope of theorems on pointwise convergence

is displayed much more clearly in this setting: the most noteworthy advantage of

such an approach is the demonstration, as mentioned in the introduction, that

the standard proofs of pointwise convergence extend easily to theorems on norm

convergence of the convolution kernels in a very wide class of spaces of

distributions.

All of the results of this chapter will be formulated for the group F1 = RjlmZ.

However it should be observed (see V. Shapiro [39] and H. Shapiro [38.]) that

results on convergence and inverse theorems will extend to groups F".

1. Convergence of sequences of convolution kernels. I shall first define the

functors and mappings of functors in terms of which theorems on convergence

may be stated.

Definition 3.0. Let S3 be the category of Banach spaces and Z+ the set of all

nonnegative integers. Define a functor c0 on S3 by

c0(X) = {<*„>: Z+ -+ X | xn -> 0 as n -» oo};

the norm on c0(X) is defined as IK*,,>llc0(*) = supA||jc„||^-. The action of c0 on

mappings a G [A", Y] for X, Y E S3 is obtained:

(3.0) c0(a)«^>) = <a(xB)>.

If A" is a Banach module over a ring R, c0(X) may clearly be considered as a

Banach module over R with module multiplication for every r G [A", A"] defined

by (3.0). It is clear also that for every X, c0(X) is the space of sequences

<x„> G X such that xn -> 0 as n -» oo.

Definition 3.1. Let Fx, F2 be Banach space functors F¡, F2 : S3 -* S3, cr, a

sequence of natural mappings a„: F\ -* F2, and a: F, -» F2 a fixed natural

mapping. Then I shall say o„ converges to a if the sequence 2 = <2(«)> defined

for every n E Z+ by 2(h) = % - o is a natural mapping 2: Fx -* c0F2.

The first theorem holds for a very wide class of convolution kernels acting on

the functor C over F1. Let C be the continuity functor over F1. Then clearly C

has a unique natural extension by periodicity to a functor C over the real line R.

In the following I shall consider C(A") interchangeably as a space of continuous

functions on F1 and continuous 2w-periodic functions on R.
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For every h G Ü, complex-valued and integrable over (—00,00), let h„ be the

function defined by h„{x) = nh(nx). Clearly ||AB||i = \\h\\ and hn G Ü for every

n.

Definition 3.2. Let B be the category of Banach spaces and C the periodic

continuity functor on R. For every h G V, X G S, and/ G C(A") define

(3.1) 2,(A)B(/) =/•*.=/" /(* - t)nh{nt)dt.
•'—00

For every h, 2* (A) = <2*(A)„> is clearly a sequence of mappings on C{X). It is

also clear from the representation (3.1) and the fact that convolution is natural,

that 2(A) = {2*(A)B} is a natural mapping 2(A)„: C -» C for every n.

Theorem 3.0. Let S be the category of Banach spaces and I the identity mapping

on the functor C. Then, for every h G Ü such that f h dt = 1, 2(A) converges to I.

Proof. This proof is quite standard; the difference from previous proofs

consists only of the fact that it is done for vector-valued integrals. Let A" G S

and/G C(A"). Then

2*(A)„(/) = /(/) = ("fix - i)nh{nt)dt-f
J — 00

It is then easy to see that 2^(A)„(/) - /(/) -» 0 and thus the theorem is proved.

The following corollary follows immediately by Theorems 2.0 and 2.1.

Corollary 3.0.1. Let Bu be the category of Banach distribution spaces on F1, C the

continuity functor on B„, / the identity mapping on C, and AC the functor of

Definition 2.1. Then for every A G Ü such that (1) A > 0, (2) ||A||, = 1, 2(A)

converges to I on AC and hence for every X G B„ and f G AAC(A" ), AB * / -» / in

X.

Proof. Clearly for every X G Su, AAC(A") is identical to the class of / G X

such that r/is a continuous A"-valued function. Corollary 3.0.1 follows immedi-

ately after restricting 2*(A) to AC(A") ss AAC(A").Tosee that A„ */-»/inA"for

every/ G AC(A"), observe that, for/ G AC(A"),

2*(A)„(/)(0) = (t/) * A„(0) = ffM)dt =/* A„.

Since 2^(A„)(/) -* rf uniformly, it follows that 2*(A)„(/)(0) -* t/(0) = /in X.

For a more restricted class of kernels it is possible to prove a very much

stronger theorem.

Definition 33. Let B be the category of Banach spaces and L1 the L1 functor

on B over F'. For every x G F1 and A" G S, define a function p(x,f) from

Ü (X ) to the set of all x-valued sequences by
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p(*)(/)(«) - \S-Vn ll/(' - X) -f^xdt.

It is proved in Dunford and Schwartz [10, HI.12.8] that for every/ G Ü(X)

and almost every x E F1, p(x)(/)(«) -* 0 as n -» oo.

I shall now define the main functor in terms of which the next convergence

results may be formulated.

Definition 3.4. Let B be the category of Banach spaces and L1 the I) functor

defined on B over the group F1. Let x0 E F1 and define a functor L]^ on S3 by

a0(X) = {/ G Ü(X) I p(*o)(/) G c0(X)},

(3.2) II/ILi.(^) = II/ÍIl.(^) + IIp(^o)IL0,

^(«)(/)W = «/«.

L,0 clearly defines a functor on B. The results on convergence of convolution

kernels will be formulated in terms of natural mappings from the functors L^ to

/.

Let/: F1 -* A" be an A"-valued function defined and Bochner integrable on F1

and define, for n E Z+ and x E T\

2*(Mo)„(/) - 2x(h).V)M =/* «„(*o).

Clearly for every *o> «» /> and n E Z+, 2^(«,jc0)„(/) is a uniquely defined

element of X; thus 2^(«,^0)(/) = <2^(«,x0)„(/)> defines a sequence in A".

It is now possible to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Let S3 be the category of Banach spaces, let x0 E F1, and SXa be the

evaluation mapping at x0for the functor L\0. Then for every h G L00 such that (1) A

is even, (2) / hdt = 1, (3) for some a > 1 and x large h(x) ~ 0(x"), 2(A,x0)

converges to 8Xo on L]^.

Proof. Let <*>,„(/,/) = \f(xa + t) + £f(x0 - 0 -f(x0). Then

2(A, *„)„(/) -/(*o) = /"/(*b - t)hn(t)dt-f(x0)

(3.3) ^
= j^<k0(/,/)««(«/)<//

where <?>*„(/, 0 is integrable in t since/is periodic in t and the integral (3.3) exists,

hn is uniformly bounded for every n.

Furthermore

/ <k0(/, t)nh(nt) dt = JÜ* <bXo(f,t)nh(nt)dt + f™ <¡>Xo(f, t)nh(nt) dt

= /,(«,/»)+ /2(«, A).
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Since A is bounded it follows that

43

IHM)lljr = /o ^(/o^m*   < 5«/;" ii<m/,')m<

= Bp(x0,f)(n)

where B depends only on A. Again

rA

(3.4)
72(«, A) = fi/n <t>Xo(f,t)nh(nt)dt + f" ^(f,t}nh(fU)dt

= r2(h,n) + I"2(h,n).

Since x"h(x) -» 0 as x -» oo and A is bounded, it follows that h{x) < K/\x\a + 1

and hence «A(«jc) < nk/(\nx\a + 1). Therefore

(3.5)
\\I\inM\ < jA   U^f,t)\\n\Knt)\dt

nk
</; iKaoii^-r^ < ;£,/; ik0(/,oiip.

Finally let $(*) = So U^fMxdt. Then

(3.6)

ii/iii <X, iKaoiix«^)* < ̂ î/Vb iKaonp

= £*«¿ A:    fA<b(i)dtk    ça <P{t)g

,/„       h'-'hn     t    1

Since <S>{x)/x = x~l So ll^(/,OII* ~* 0 as x -» oo, it follows that ||/£|| -» 0
as A -» 0 and tj stays greater than \/A. Hence in (3.5) let A be so small that (3.6)

is less than e; then for n sufficiently large, (3.5) and (3.6) will both be small. To

see that the mapping 2^(A, x0) is uniformly bounded in the norms of L]^ observe

that (3.5) and (3.6) are clearly bounded by ||/||, + ||p(x0,/)||C().

To show commutativity of diagrams, it is only necessary to observe that

2*(A, x0)(f) = A„ * /for every n, and by Proposition 1.8 convolution is a natural

mapping. Thus the diagram:

lux)   *' «}>c<t(X)

Lx (a) Co(«)

As particular cases Theorem 3.1 includes the (C, a) means and the Abel means
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of the Fourier series of a function /; the computations by which this may be

shown are elementary and well known [45]. As in the case of Theorem 3.0,

Theorem 3.1 also has a corollary obtained from the results of §2.

Corollary 3.1.1. Let B„ be the category of Banach distribution spaces on F1, L¿

the functor of Definition 3 A at x0 = 0 on S3U, and 80 the evaluation mapping at 0 on

L¿. Then for every h E L°° such that (1) h is even, (2) / hdt = 1, (3) h(x) ~ 0(xa)

for some a > 1 and x large, 2(«, 0) converges to 80 and hence for every X E S3U and

}EAALl{X),hn*f^finX.

Proof. The proof of Corollary 3.1.1 is the same as that of the previous

corollary. If rf G AL},(X), then hn*f=hñ* t/(0) -► t/(0) = /in X.

Example. Let ¡u be a Radon-Stieltjes measure on F' and define the space L¿ of

all m-measurable functions on F1 by L\ - {/: F' -» C | ||/||^ < a}. L¡,(LD is

therefore equal to the class of all f E L\ such that

ll/IUz.*) =/r, (/r, |/,|!«*) * < 00

and Po(/)(«) = r$%[Sr \f\xdfi\ds -» 0 as n -» 00. By Corollary 3.1.1 it

follows that for every/ G L¿(L¿), o"f-*f in the norm of L¿, where o°/is the

sequence of (C, a) Cesàro means of the Fourier series for the function /. In

particular, ft may for instance be a sum of point measures; Corollary 3.1.1 will

then reduce to standard conditions for pointwise convergence.

Corollary 3.1.1 applies to any Banach space X of distributions on F1 regardless

of whether the norm of A" is translation invariant. Although there do not seem to

be any results on convergence of approximate identities of the type of (3.2) in

arbitrary Banach function spaces, one problem prominent in the theory of

approximation is similar (though not identical) to that dealt with by Theorem 3.1

and its corollary: the theory of trigonometric interpolation and Jackson polyno-

mials. The Fourier-Lagrange series (see Zygmund [45]) of a function/will define

a best approximation to / in a weighted Ü space; Jackson polynomials are the

(C,l) means of the Fourier-Lagrange series. Corollary 3.1.1 may be reformulated

as stating conditions under which the Cesàro means of the Fourier series itself

will converge in a weighted space. In any discussion with respect to the functor

AL¿ it should be recalled that AAL¿(A") will not necessarily be a closed subspace

of A".

In his book [15], Katznelson gives a proof that the Cesàro means of a Fourier

series on F1 converge in norm to / G X for all spaces A" of a class he terms

"homogeneous". Homogeneous spaces are Banach spaces contained in Ü and

having norms invariant and continuous under translation; they are essentially the

same as the class of spaces X E B0 such that X Q Ü and AC(A") = X, where

C is the continuity functor. Corollary 3.1.1 therefore implies Katznelson's result.

Finally it is clear that other theorems on convergence of convolution kernels

or of Fourier series may be generalized in a similar way to the context of
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functors. Both Dini's theorem and Jordan's convergence test may both be

generalized to theorems for vector-valued functions; these theorems will then

have corollaries similar to Corollaries 3.0.1 and 3.1.1.

2. Inverse and convergence theorems for Lipschitz functors C. In the previous

section I have proved that for every A G Ü such that f A dt, 2(A) - / defines a

natural mapping from C to c0C, and therefore that the sequence (2(A)„(/)>

converges to / in C(X) for every / G X and every X G B. These results then

imply results for the functor AC, valid for any A G Ü with integral / hdt = 1.

For stronger functors, the Lipschitz functors C for 0 < r < 1, it is possible

to prove very much stronger theorems than these. Using a striking theorem

recently proved by H. Shapiro [38], I shall prove here an inverse result on the

convergence of / * A„ = 2(A)„(/). Inverse results of this type are well known in

approximation theory; they state exact conditions both necessary and sufficient

for the convergence of 2(A) (/) to/at a given rate. Finally, using a well known

result of Kolmogorov combined with Corollary 4.5.1 from Chapter 4,1 shall show

the convergence of the Fourier series of a function for the functor C¿. These

results will then lead by Theorem 2.4 to corresponding results for the functor AC

and thus for all spaces AC^A" ) with A* G JW!0.

I shall first define the functors and mappings of functors by which these results

may be stated.

Definition 3.5. Let B be the category of Banach spaces and 0 < r < 1. Define

a functor

c'(A") = {/: Z+ - X | ||k7(«)II* < *},

||/ILw = inf{A||K/(«)L< AV«),

c'(a) = af(n),

for every A* G S. Z+ denotes the nonnegative integers.

By Theorem 3.0 above, for every A G Ü such that S hdt = 1, 2(A) converges

to the identity mapping on the functor C. Combining Definition 3.2 with

Definition 3.5 it is therefore possible to define

Definition 3.6. Let S be the category of Banach spaces and C the continuity

functor on B over F1. Let A G Ü and define, for every X G B,

TC(KX) = {/ G C(A-) | 2(A)(/) -/ G c'C(A-)},

K/lirecu) = IWft/MUcw + ll/IU).

2rC(A,a) = af(x).

The functor 2rC(A) essentially describes for every A" G S the class of

/ G C(A") such that 2(A)„(/) = / * A„ goes to/at a rate given by the constant r

in cr.
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It is now possible to state and prove the inverse theorem.

Theorem 3.2. Let F1 be the one-dimensional toroidal group, let 0 < r < 1, and

let S3 be the category of Banach spaces. Finally let C be the Lipschitz functor

{Definition 1.10) on F1. Then for every h G Ü such that S h dt = 1, there exists a

natural isomorphism

(3.7) 2'C(A) à Cr.

Proof. This theorem follows very easily by the same methods used in the proof

of Corollary 3.1 in H. Shapiro [38]. However it is necessary to explicitly obtain

constants left implicit in Shapiro, in order to prove the naturalness of the

isomorphism ih.

Let a be a measure on /?'. For every s > 0, define as by ff(su)do^ = ff(u)do¿

for every / G C. Thus for instance if da = h(u)du where h is integrable,

da' = s~xh{u/s)du. Furthermore for every/ G C, let />„(/, s) = ||/* a'W^.

A measure a on Rl is said to satisfy the Tauberian condition if there exist

points Xi, x2 such that xt > 0 > x2 and ô(jti) # 0, â(x2) # 0.

Finally let DM denote the image of M under the Fourier transform on R.

Lemma 3.2.1. Let C be the space of continuous complex-valued functions on Rl,

let a and p be measures on Rl, and suppose that a satisfies the Tauberian condition

and p vanishes in a neighbourhood ofO. Then for every f E C and s > 0, there exist

constants A, B¡, and b, 0 < b < 1, independent off, such that

D„(f,s) < A 2 2 D.ifBjb's).
k~0j-\

This lemma is Corollary 1.1 to Theorem 1 of H. Shapiro [38]. The basic idea

of the proof stems from the observation that if p and a are measures and there

exists a measure t such that p — a * r, then Dp(f,s) < ||t[ \\Da(f,s). The general

case of the theorem (in which the equation p = a • r holds only near 0) is

reduced to this case by multiplying p and à by a suitable function P with compact

support.

Lemma 3.2.2. Let a, p be measures on Rl. Suppose that

(1) a satisfies the Tauberian condition;

(2) there exists a function P and a neighbourhood NofO such that:

(a) P(bx) = b"P(x),forx E N,

(b) P and p/p are both equal to functions in 9M on N. Then if 0 < r < q and

Da(f,s) < Ksr, then Dp(f,s) < AK, where A does not depend on the function /.

Proof. First, one may suppose that p is positive homogeneous in a neighbour-

hood N of 0. Let w be a measure satisfying the Tauberian condition such that

%{x) = P(x) for x E N. Then if Lemma 3.2.2 holds for Dv(f,s), it follows for p

by Lemma 3.2.1.1 shall therefore suppose p is homogeneous.
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Let T(x) = p(x) - 2"rp(2x) and r(x) = T(x). By assumption p is homoge-

neous; hence T(x) = 0 in a neighbourhood of 0. Hence by Lemma 3.2.1

(3.8) DT(f,s) < A0sr

where A0 does not depend on/ Since

p(x) = 2 2"<1-«>(t2-'')* = 2 2-"iF(2"x),
n-0 n-0

it follows by (3.8) that

D„(f,s) < 2 2-B»A(/.2ni) </l,5 2""« min((2"i)',l).
n-0 n-0

Since r < q, Dp(f,s) < Asr where A does not depend on either/or s.

I shall first prove the theorem for the case of scalar-valued functions; it may

then be extended by reducing the vector case to the scalar case through linear

functionate. Let u2(f,s) = D^(f,s) = ||/2j - 2f + /lb where ß2 is the measure

with masses 1, -2, 1 at 0, 1, 2 respectively. ß2(x) = (1 - e~ix)2 and the function

P(x) = (x)2 satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.2.2.

Let 8 be the measure with unit mass at 0 and suppose that A G Ü. da

= d8 — hdx will then define a measure which satisfies the Tauberian condition

ô = 1 - h and h\x) -* 0 as x -» oo. Therefore the conditions of Lemma 3.2.2 are

satisfied and

(3.9) ll/2i-2/,+/|L<^A/

where A is independent of /. For 0 < r < 1 it is well known (see, for instance,

Zygmund [43] or Taibleson [41]) that (3.9) implies that ||/, -/L < AKf.

To obtain the theorem for the scalar case it is now only necessary to consider

the closed subspace of C consisting of all functions with period 2ir.

To extend the theorem to the vector-valued case, let X G B and/ G C(A"),

and suppose that/ G 2rC(A,A'). Then

II/*A--/IIc(a-) = W(h)J-f\\c(x) < ll/Hrceu)»".

Then for every x* G A"* such that ||jc*|| < 1, and every s G F1,

||<**,/- AB ./>|| - >up|<*V(*) - AB ./(,)»
S

< \f-hn*f\\c(x)<Kn-r

where K = \\f\\s'c{h,x) aQd thus does not depend on x*. Hence

(3.10) \<x\fl/n(s) - f(s))\ < ||<x*,/1/B - />L < A Kti
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where A is the constant defined by (3.9), and also does not depend on x*. Thus

since (3.10) holds for all x* G X*, \\fx/„ - f\\c{x) < A Kn' and hence ||/, - /||c(;r)

< AKs~' which implies that/ G Cr(A") and ||/||cw < A\\f\\2,C(htX).

It is clear that if / G C^A"), then / G 2rC(«,A"). To establish the isomor-

phism ih of (3.7), let iKX{f) = /for every X E S3 and/ G 2rC(«, A"). Since iKX

is the identity mapping on 2rC(«,A"), ih clearly defines a natural mapping of

functors. The theorem is proved.

By using the properties of the mapping t and A, it is possible to obtain the

following corollary.

Corollary 3.2.1. Let F1 be the one-dimensional toroidal group, let 0 < r < 1 and

let aM'0 be the category of normal modules over M0 in B0. Finally let C be the

Lipschitz function acting on <Mq over F1. Then for every h G Ü such that

f hdt = 1, there exists a natural isomorphism ih,

A2rC(A) á AC

Therefore in particular for any X E *=4f0, h„* f-* f to the order 0{n~r) if and

only iff G AC'(h,X).

Proof. Let / G A2'C(A,A") = {/ G X \ \\hn * f - f\\x < 0(n~r)}. If / G
A2'C(A, A"), t/ G 2rC(A,A") and thus, for some K > 0,

Ik/- TÍA, */)llc(x) = Ik/- hn * t/||c(jo < kn-'.

Therefore by Theorem 3.2, ||(t/)j - rf\\c^x) < AKs~r.

Since, by Remark 2.0, r commutes with translation,

11/, -f\\x - Mf,-f)\\«x) - Wirf), - rf\\c{x) < AKs-'

and the corollary is proved.

Remark. It should be observed here that in his paper [38], Shapiro suggests the

possibility of a treatment of inverse theorems for a much more general class of

norms than the norms C, C he treated in [38]. He also proves an inverse theorem

for the U norm.

It is clear that the case of either the Cesàro (C, a) means of the Fourier series

of /, or the Abel means, is contained as a special case of Theorem 3.2. For the

Fourier series itself of a function / it is possible to prove a quite strong result for

a subfunctor of the functor C.

Let D be the function defined by D(x) = (sin x)/x, and let Dn(x)

= (sin nx)/nx. The function D is not integrable; however for every <p G Ll and

extended by periodicity to Rl :

(3.11) jyDJt^Xxmj^tpDJt
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exists (see Zygmund [45, II.7]). It is well known that in the wk* sense the integral

(3.11) defines the Dirichlet kernel of the Fourier series, and that /* D„(x)

— S-n/W^" is the Fourier series of/.

I shall therefore state

Definition 3.7. Let B be the category of Banach spaces and Ü the L1 functor

on S over F1. Define, for every A" G S,/ G Ü(X), and integer n,

2(0)„(/) «/• A - ¡fix - t)nD{nt)dt

where D„ is the wk* limit defined by the integral (3.11).

The subfunctor C¿ of C must also be defined.

Definition 3.8. Let B be the category of Banach spaces, 0 < r < 1, and let C*

be the Lipschitz functor on B over F1. Define a functor

(3.12) C0'(A-) = clcw{/GC»(A-)}.

Co (A") is the closure in the norm of C'(A") of the infinitely differentiable X-

valued functions

ll/llcw - ll/llcw       QW = C'(«)/.

It is clear that Co defines a closed subfunctor of the functor C.

The following proposition may illuminate some of the significance of the

functor Có*.

Proposition 3.1. Let B be the category of Banach spaces and C the Lipschitz

functor on S over T\ For every X G S let Tsf = / be the operator of translation of

/G C'(X)bys G F1. Then

(1) 11/ - f\\c'(X) -+0ass^0ifand only iff G C¡(X).
(2) C¿(X) = AC » Cr(X)for every X G S.

Proof. The second statement is merely a restatement of the first. It will

therefore be sufficient to show the first.

Let ||/ - f\\c(x) -» 0 as s -» 0 and / G Cr(X). Then if (tpk) is a C*

approximate identity such that supp <pk Q (- l/k, \/k),

Xl/k
A/k Wk(01 U - f\\c'(x)dl -» 0   as * -» oo,

and hence/ G CÓÍA"). It is clear that since \\tp3 - <p||C'(^) -» 0 as s -* 0 for every

<p G C°°(A"), the same must hold for every/ G C0'(A').

The following theorem for the functors Co may now be shown.

Theorem 33. Let B be the category of Banach spaces, 0 < r < 1, and let Co be

the Lipschitz functor (3.11) of Definition 3.8. Suppose that I is the identity mapping

on the functor Co- Then 2(D) converges to I on C¿.
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Proof. This proof will follow an observation made by Kolmogorov for If. Let

A" G S and/ G Co (A"). It will be sufficient to show that the inequality

(3.13) H2(D)JlleW = HA, »/lleco < ¿l/lew

holds for every A" G S and/ G C'(X) with a constant K independent of X. The

theorem will then follow from the observation that

II A, ♦ / - /Hew = H2(W - f\\c'<x) ^0   as n - oo

for every/G C°(X).

Let H denote the Hubert transform

Hf(s) = lim f , ,,    /(i)cos K-s - t)dt.

It is well known that H defines a distribution with Fourier transform ß(n)

= sgn n V« G Z, and furthermore H: C -* C where Cr is the Lipschitz space.

Therefore by Corollary 4.4.1 below it follows that H defines a natural mapping

of the Lipschitz functor H: C -* C.

Let X G B and/ G C'(A"). Define/±Ar(i) = e±iN*f(s). Then

# */jv(í) = -'2 sgn nf(n - N)e»",
(3.14)

H*f.N(s) = -/2 sgn nf(n + N)ein',

and therefore

V(.D)J{s) = Dn*f{s)

= (//2)[<r<»'[/7 »/W(S)] - eif"[H *f_N(s)]] -/(Afy*- -/(-Ar)e-"".

InequaUty (3.13) therefore follows at once from the representation (3.14) and

the fact that H is a natural mapping from C to C. The theorem is proved.

Theorem 3.3 has a corollary which follows immediately from Theorem 2.4.

Corollary 33.1. Let ¿J% be the category of normal Banach modules in S0, over

M0, let 0 < r < 1, and let Co be the Lipschitz functor on <sW0. Let I be the identity

mapping on Cq. Then 2(D) converges to I on AC¿. Therefore in particular for every

X EJW!0,D„ */-*/«« AC5(X)for every f E AC¿(X).

Proof. Let / G AC¿"(A") and X E <==% Then rf G CfKA"). By Theorem 2.4,

D„ * rf is in CÓ(X). By Remark 2.0.1, t commutes with convolution. Hence

DH * t/ = r{Dn * /) and therefore

IIA */-/IIac„w = IKA */-/)llci(x) = IIA * rf- rf\\cm ̂ 0

as n -* oo, and the corollary is proved.
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In [15], Katznelson proves a theorem which I shall state here for comparison

with Corollary 3.3.1.

Theorem 3.4 (Katznelson). Let X be a homogeneous Banach space and H the

Hubert transform. Then H: X -» X if and only if the Fourier series Dn*f of f

converges to fin the X-normfor every f G X.

Theorem 3.4 may be reformulated to the following.

Theorem 3.4A. Let MH be the algebra formed by adjoining the Hubert transform

H to M0. Let X G <=4f0 and AC(X) = X. Then X is a module over MH if and only

ifD„*f-*f in Xfor every f G X.

Corollary 4.4.1 would seem to add particular interest to Katznelson's result in

that it provides a means of obtaining a very large number of spaces A* with the

properties he describes.

CHAPTER 4: TENSOR CONVOLUTION MULTIPLIERS

In this chapter I shall give a complete characterization of the tensor multipliers

Horn® [F,F] for the tensor multipliers generated by the leading continuity and

boundedness functors L°°, C, and C for 0 < r < 1. These results will then yield

strong inclusion relations for the multipliers on very large classes of Banach

modules. These relationships seem most striking in the case of Calderón-

Zygmund operators, which will be seen to be multipliers on all Banach modules

of the form AC'(A") for X a normal Banach module contained in <=%.

As mentioned after Definition 1.13, the functor Hom^'F, G] is the analogue for

the functors F and G of the Banach spaces [A",y] of convolution multipliers from

the Banach modules X to Y. Algebras of convolution multipliers have been

extensively studied by many authors in the context of harmonic analysis.

As in the case of the treatment of pointwise convergence given in Chapter 3,1

shall not discuss the question of multipliers for the Hubert functor L2.1 will also

omit a discussion of the Lf functors for p ¥= 2. Although IÎ spaces for

1 < p < oo have so far played a very prominent role in the theory of

convolution multipliers, most results relating to them seem to depend on quite

special properties of I! spaces of complex-valued functions themselves. On the

other hand the notion of tensor multipliers allows one to deal quite freely with

multipliers H which are themselves vector-valued, acting on vector-valued spaces.

In this way the idea of tensor multipliers allows one to give a unified treatment

of such cases as that of integral operators dependent on a parameter or

themselves having operator values. Several authors [1], [14], [34], have studied

vector-valued {LP,U) multipliers with the intention of developing a unified

treatment of this kind; a quite compact theory is possible for the functor C.

1. General properties of convolution multipliers on Banach modules. In the case

in which the Banach modules consist of distributions taking only complex values,
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it is possible to obtain some strong and useful theorems on the properties and

character of the convolution multipliers. In this section I shall develop the basic

properties of convolution multipliers as operators on Banach modules of

complex-valued distributions on a toroidal group T".

Let B be the category of Banach spaces, T" a toroidal group, and Dn the

Schwartz distribution functor over T" acting on the category S. Let «5%, be the

category of modules by convolution over the ring A/q, consisting of complex-

valued distributions, and define J\l{§ to be the corresponding category of modules

of Banach space-valued distributions. Finally for every Z G S, define <=Mq{Z) to

be the category of modules (over M0) of Z-valued distributions. The correspond-

ing class of mappings for ^M0{Z) consists of all module homomorphisms [X,Y]

for A-, y G cMoiZ).

Definition 4.0. Let Z G S and H G D„(Z). I shall say that H is a convolution

multiplier from X G J\\o to y G <=440(2") if H defines a continuous module

homomorphfsm H G [A*, Y] by Hf = H * f for every / G X.

Remark. It is an immediate consequence of Schwartz [36, II, Proposition 35]

that the convolution of a complex-valued distribution / and a Banach space-

valued distribution H is uniquely defined.

The following proposition now follows easily.

Proposition 4.0. Let J\H$ be the category of modules on T" over M, and suppose

Z G B. Then H is a convolution multiplier from X G <=%[, to Y G J\{Z) if and

only if H G [A-, y].

Proof. The "only if part of this proposition is clear since it is identical to

Definition 4.0. It therefore remains only to show the second part. If H G [A", Y],

then H commutes with M and therefore commutes with all trigonometric

polynomials p.

Let Zx = {m G Z" | 3/3 X G f(m) ¥= 0}. Then Zx ¥= 0, for if not, then for

every / G X, /* em = 0 where em(x) — g*»».*) and therefore </,e~m> = 0 for

every m G Z". Since the set of all trigonometric polynomials p is dense in C",

this implies / = 0 for every / G X.

Furthermore em G X for every m G Zx; since A" is a module over M,

f*em= f{fn)em e X, and if m G Zx, then em G X.

Since A" is a module over Af0 and em G X for every m G Zx, H(em * em)

= em * H(em) — H(emY(m)em, where H(em)" (m) takes values in the Banach

space Z for every m G Z". Furthermore if m G Zx, then for every / G X,

em*Hf= H(em*f) = H(0) = 0. Hence êm ■ (HfY(m) = 0 and therefore

(Hf)(m) = 0 for every m G Zx and/ G X.

Let

</>(>w) = (HemY (m)       for every m G Zx,

= 0 otherwise.
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Since H is linear, (Hp)" (m) = <b(m)p(m) for every m E Z" and every trigono-

metric polynomial p. Furthermore for every/ G X and m G Z",

[H(p*f)X{m)=p(m)-(Hf)'{m),
(4.0)

[H(p*f)] (m) = *M(/> ♦/) (m) = 4(m)pXm)Km\

where the second relation follows from the fact that p » / is a trigonometric

polynomial if p is. Hence from (4.0) it follows that for every m G Z", (///)* (m)

= tfm)/(m).
To show the proposition it only remains to show that <¡> is a tempered sequence,

from which it will follow that <i> is the Fourier transform of a distribution in D(Z).

To do so, one observes that since H: X -» Y continuously, H: X -> Z)(Z).

Suppose that $ is not a tempered sequence. Then there exists a sequence

(mk) G Z" such that \mk\ -* oo and $(m¿) > |«i*|*. Clearly every mk must be in

Z* by (4.0); hence it follows that the function

g(x) =    2     KI"*/2«K^*>
0<|mt|<»

is in X since each em* G X; therefore

ll(ffg)>*)ll* = U(mk)g(mk)\\x > \mk\«2.

This contradicts the fact that Hg E D(Z) and therefore is tempered.

Remarks. I do not know the origins of this characterization of convolution

multipliers. A very similar theorem, with the class C°° taking the place of M0, was

proved by Laurent Schwartz [35]. In its complex-valued form Proposition 4.0

seems to be common knowledge, in that several authors have mentioned its

possibility or referred to it in some way: Rieffel [31], Edwards [11].

The following theorem provides a useful characterization of the class of normal

Banach modules.

Theorem 4.0. Let X be a Banach space of complex-valued distributions on T" and

let M0 = Ü © H0. Then X is a normal Banach module over M0 if and only if X is a

harmonically invariant Banach space. Therefore as classes of Banach spaces <M¡^

and Boo coincide.

Proof. Suppose first that A" is a normal Banach module over MQ = Ü ® H0.

Then clearly the norm ||-||r of X is translation invariant, since, for every X G A",

TSX = Xs = S, * X, where 8S is the point measure at s, and ||XJ < ||X|| for every

s G F". Hence ||XJ = ||X|| for every s. Since A" is a module over Ü and em G Ü

for every exponential em, \{m)em — X * em E X for every m. Hence em E X for

every m such that there exists X G X B X(m) # 0; therefore by Definition 1.18,

Ex Q X. Since X is normal, the norm ||X||* = supm^jX • h\\x ~ ||X||^. The

space X* dual to X is also a Banach module over M0 by duality. Let
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C? = {<p G C00 I (p * em = 0 Vgm <2 £,},

C& = {<p G C00 | <p * em = 0 Vgm G Ex),

V = cl*.span{A * x* | A G L',x* G A-*}.

Since C00 is dense in Ü and C°° = CJ? © C£, it follows that Cx * A"* is dense

in V. However, for every e„ G Ex and for every x G X,

<em * x*,*> = (x*,x * gm> = <x*,<A:,gBI>gm> = «^*,gm>gm,x>.

Since Span F* is dense in Cx, it follows that Cx is dense in V. Finally V is a

norming subspace of A"*, since X is normal and

sup (v,x)> =  sup   sup <A * jc*,x> =  sup   sup (x*,x * A>
Mr£l «*lkSi IU1I<1 IIA|<i IU1I<1

=  sup \\x * A||^ — ||x||^.
IH<1

Suppose now that A* is harmonically invariant and thus X G Boo- Then by

Theorem 2.3 of Chapter 2, AC(A") Q X Q ALX(X) = W(X), A" is a closed

subspace of W(X), and the norm of W(X) is equivalent to the norm of A". By

Corollary 4.4.1 below, ||A * x\\W(X) < 11 /z I li ll*IL(#) and A * x G X for every
A G I) and x G X. Since the norm of W(X) is invariant with respect to

translation, and X is invariant with respect to translation, it follows that under

the W(X) norm, A* is also a module over H0. It is immediately clear from the

definition of W(X) = V(X*)* that

IWIwm =   sup <!/,*> =   sup sup<y*A,Jc>
II*. < i W,<i H\x-

=  sup    sup (v,h*x)=  sup ||A * jc||^«).
m<i hx.<\ \\h\<\

Theorem 4.0 states the boundaries of the theory developed in this paper: that

essentially the class of normal Banach modules over M0 provides the class of all

those spaces to which the harmonic operations are appropriate. A similar

characterization, though more complex due to the need to include bem in the

Banach module X for every em G EX, may be given for the class of normal

Banach modules of vector-valued distributions.

Examples. It is possible to give several examples and counterexamples to

illustrate the classes described by Theorem 4.0.

Example 1. A translation invariant Banach space which is not a module over M0.

Let H be the set of finite sums {X = 2* ock8Sk,sk ¥= s'k =» k ¥* k'} where the {8Sk}

are point measures on T". Endow H with the norm

<41) 11X11* = 2 M
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Let Ù be the completion of H under the norm (4.1).

It is clear that H is neither harmonically invariant nor a normal module over

Mo, since H contains no exponentials. However Ê is still invariant under

translation.

It should also be noted here that AC(Ñ) = 0 while ALX(Ê) = M, the space

of Radon-Stieltjes measures.

Example 2. A Banach module over I) which is not invariant under translation. Let

Ü be the space of integrable functions on F1, and H'0 the linear manifold of point

measures with the points 0, it deleted. Endow H'0 with the norm

IIAIU, = 2 k I /sin | xk |   for X = 2 «* 8Xk.

Finally let X = Ü © 1%. Then A" is a Banach module over [}, but X is clearly not

invariant under translation.

Example 3. A Banach module over M0 which is not normal. Let F1 be the circle

group R/2-nZ and Z the dual group of F1 (the integers). Let {Zk} be a countable

set of disjoint infinite classes such that Z = UxZk. For every k, let Ik be the

closed ideal in Ü such that/ G Ik iff/(w) = 0 V« G Zk.

Define, for every k, L\ = Lx/Ik, Hkl = Ñ/Ik, where È is the Banach space of

Example 1.

It is clear that L\ and Hkx correspond to spaces of pseudomeasures such that

¡i(ri) = 0 V« G Zk. Therefore L\ and H¿ may be identified with spaces of

distributions. Furthermore since H D I) = {0} it follows easily that as spaces of

distributions Lk n Hkl = {0} for every k.

Let A"o be the class of all finite linear combinations A"0 = (2* <*kDkfk>fk e Lk)

where Dk is the A:th distributional derivative of fk.

Aq may be endowed with the norm

<4-2> IIMU = inf2klll/*lt

where the inf in (4.2) is taken with respect to all finite sums such that

X = 2* «*^*A- Let X0 be the completion of X0 under the norm (4.2).

Let //¡ be the class of all finite linear combinations Hx = {2^ akDknk | ¡ik

E Hk). Hi may be endowed with the norm

IIMItf, = inf2k|2*|k||Ä

where again the inf is taken over all sums such that X = 2* «fcD*/iA.

It is clear that for every k, DkHk n DkL\ = {0} since if Z)*/iA = Dkfk, it

follows that nk = fk + g (where g E Ü). This is impossible since Hk D Lk = {0}.

Hence it follows that Hx D X\ = {0}.
Therefore one may define X = H1 © A^0.
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It is clear that X has norm invariant with respect to translation since both the

norms of #' and A^ are invariant under translation. Furthermore it is clear that

for every A G Ü and X G H,

N N

h * X = 2 «*A * Dknk = 2 akDk(h » ¡ik) G Ao

since A * ßk G L[ for every A G L1. Furthermore

IIA » AU*. < inf 2 |ot| ||A * M. < inf(2 Kl lkll.)plli

^(infík^lkll.JllAl.-llXflullAl..

Since clearly A » A G A^o for every A G A^, it follows that X — H' © X0 is a

Banach module over M0.

However X is not normal. Let </tt > be the sequence of pseudomeasures defined

by

£*(«) = ô0(n)       for n G Zk,

¡i.k(n) = 0 for « ¥= Zk.

Consider the sequence <Z)*jnt> in //'. It is then easy to see that

\\DkvLk\\'x=  sup \\h*DkiLk\\x= Ik|l
IWl<l

wmle||Z)*/i*ILr = 2*|kl|by(4.2).
Hence the norms M * lljr- and II'IIa- are clearly not equivalent.

By the uses of methods developed by Rieffel in [30] and [31], it is also possible

to characterize the spaces of convolution multipliers [A\y] for a large class of

Banach modules A", y G äHoo- The following theorem is fundamental to such a

characterization.

Theorem 4.1 (Rieffel [30]). Let X and Y be Banach modules over a ring R. Then

there exists an isometric isomorphism

(4.3) [A", y*] s (A" ®R IT.

Theorem 4.1 is not difficult to prove; it follows easily from Definition 1.1.

Grothendieck observed long ago in [13] that (4.3) could be used to characterize

the space of linear operators from X to Y* when R is the ring of real or complex

numbers. The possibility of using (4.3) to characterize general module homomor-

phisms seems to have first been observed by Rieffel [30]. In [31], Rieffel employs

this theorem together with methods developed by Figa-Talamanca and Gaudry

[12] to obtain a characterization as a concrete function space of the space of
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multipliers (Lp,Lq) over a locally compact group G. A generalization of his

method to arbitrary Banach spaces of functions allows one to prove Theorem 4.2

below.

Let F" be a toroidal group and JW,. the category of Banach modules over M0

of complex-valued measures on F", such that the translation operator 8xf forms

a continuous map from T" to X for every x E T" and / G X.

It is clear that if A" G ¿Mc and f E X, then / may be approximated by a C"

function in A"; for if (<pk} Q A/0 is a C" approximate identity, the continuity of

translations in X implies that <pk */-»/. It therefore follows that X* is a space

of distributions in D for every X E .s^..

It is furthermore clear that if / is in Ü for every / G X, then X is embedded

continuously in A/0.

Definition 4.1. For every A", y G aMç let B denote the linear operator

B: X ® y* -> Dn defined by B(f ® g) = / * g for every/ G A" and g G Y* and

uniquely defined on all of X ®M Y* by linearity. Let A(X, Y) denote the range of

B, endowed with the induced norm from X ® Y*.

Clearly A(X, Y) becomes a Banach space under the given norm; clearly

A(X, y) will consist of exactly those distributions h which may be written in at

least one way as h = 2°°// * g¡ with/ G X and g¡ E Y* for every i.

It is now possible to prove the following general representation theorem.

Theorem 4.2. Let T" be a toroidal group and X, Y E cMc. Then there exists an

isometric isomorphism X ®Mo Y* at A(X, Y).

Proof. Let A" be the closed subspace of X ® Y* spanned by elements of the

form (p. */) ® g -f® (p * g), where ¡u. G M, / G X, and g G Y*. It will be

sufficient, to show the theorem, to show that the kernel of B is exactly A:.

It is first clear that K Q ker B, since

B((p. •/) ® g) = (/i */r * g =/ * G* * g) = B(f® (p * g)).

To show the converse, let h E ker B; it must be shown that h E K. Let

h = 2°° / ® g¡ be an expansion for A G X ® Y*. Since A G ker B, 5(A) =

2/i * g¡ — 0, where the sum converges absolutely in the norm of A(X, Y).

I shall now construct a sequence <<p¡¡.> of C°° functions such that (<p¿> acts as

an approximate identity on the space X. Let <(tpt> be an approximate identity in

M0 consisting of linear combinations 2|m|2</t amem — <P* f°r every k. Let Zx

= {m E Z" | 3/ G X 3f(m) ¥= 0}, and define a sequence of distributions (ôt>

such that

SkM = 1       for all m E Zx3 \m\2 < k,
(4.4)

°k(m) = 0      otherwise.

Finally define <p'k = <pk * 8k. <pk is clearly well defined in the sense of distributions

for every A;; furthermore for every / G X, <p'k * / = yk » 8k * f = q>k * f by the
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construction (4.4) for 8k and the definition of <pt = 2m2<* ot„em. Hence (p'k * f

-» / in the strong topology of X.

For each k, define hk G X ® Y* by hk = 2," i (/■ * <pi) ® ft-

Since/ * <p'k -» / for every i and A converges absolutely, it follows that hk -» A.

Since A is closed it will be sufficient to show that hk G A for every integer k.

Since 2 / * ft — 0, for every k and e > 0, there exists ntg such that, for every

m > m0,

(4.5) 2 / * ft
¿(*,r-)

<llk4L-

Again since hk -» A, there exists mx such that, for m > mu

<T(4.6) ** - 2 (/, • ri) ® &

One may now observe that

2 (/ * ti) ® a - 2 «pi ® (/ * ft)

+ 2 [(/ * <p*) ® ft - % ® (/, * ft)](4.7)

= Af + A|.

Clearly A§ G A since <p'k G X for every &. However if m > m,, then

2 «Pi ® (/ * ft) = II«PÍ'ftlür 2/»ft

Since X Q M0 for every X G ^K0'/ «= M»; smce y is a Banach module over A/q,

and convolution is commutative, it therefore follows that Y* is a Banach module

over M0 by duality. It therefore follows that there exists a constant A such that

for every m

(4.8) 2/»ft < A 2/, »ft
¿an

and therefore ||2m «PÍ ® (/,■ * ft)|| < ll<P¡tUI2m/- * ft IL < e/2 where the last
inequality follows from (4.5). Combining (4.5) with (4.8) it follows that ||A,*||

< e/2. Since e is arbitrary it follows from (4.7) that A G A.

It follows from Theorem 4.2 that if X and Y are Banach modules over M in

the category *M„ then [A", y**] = (X ®w Y*)*. However it is also true that if X,

Y E<Me, then [A", Y] = [X, Y**].

Proposition 4.1. Let X and Y be Banach modules in the category ¿Mc- Then

[X, Y] = [A", y**].
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Proof. Clearly [X, Y] C [X, Y**]. To show the contrary, let H G [X, Y**]. It

will clearly be sufficient to show that if p is a trigonometric polynomial then

Hp G y. It will then follow since the trigonometric polynomials are dense in X,

that H: X -> Y.

Lemma 4.1.1. Let H E [X, Y**] where X and Y are in the category J\\,.; suppose

that p is a trigonometric polynomial. Then H: X -* Ü and H is a convolution

multiplier.

Proof. If y is a Banach space in Ü it follows that Y** C (L1)** = (L*)*.

Let / G If and ¡i G (L06)* = (L1)**. (L00)* is the class of additive Borel

measures, not necessarily regular, on F". Define a convolution of / G L°° and

¡i E (£,«)• by

(4.9) /. Kx) = <JU> = ff(x - t)dp,

where /(/) = /(-/). Clearly / * ¡i is measurable and well defined as a bilinear

mapping from If X (If)* to L°°.

I shall show that this convolution product may be extended to a bilinear

mapping from Ü x (L00)* to (L00)*. Let g G L00,/ G L°°, and ¡t E (L00)*. Then

(4.10) <&/. M> = (g */,M> < il/ll,y. 11*4 - Il/Il ll*L ML

Therefore for all/ G Lx and fi G (L*)*

(4.11) ll/*/ilU-)-< 11/11. IMIw

Since Z,00 is dense in L', the convolution defined by (4.10) is well defined as a

bilinear operator from I) x (L00)* to (If)*, and hence as a bilinear operator from

Üx(Ü)**to(Ü)**.
Let/» be a trigonometric polynomial in X and ¡i = Hp. Since H commutes with

Mq, H commutes with translations; it therefore follows that \\(}ix - /t)/x||r.. is

bounded as x -* 0, and hence that ||(/ix - /í)AIIíxi)" is bounded since Y**

q (ny*.
Let <<pA> be an approximate identity of norm 1 in D, such that <pt G Z,00 for

every A:. By the inequality (4.11) and the fact that lift, - fill^)** < c • x, it follows

that H(<pk *p) = <pk* Hp-* Hp as k ~* oo in the strong (L1)** norm. But

since <pt G If, (4.11) implies that <pk* Hp E Lx Q V for every Ac. Since I) is

closed in (L1)**, it follows that /7/> G Ü. Since the trigonometric polynomials are

dense in X, it follows that H: X -* L1, and by Proposition 4.0 that // is a

convolution multiplier.

The second lemma will complete the proof of Proposition 4.1.

Lemma 4.1.2. Let H, X, and Y be as in the statement of Lemma 4.1.1 and let p

be a trigonometric polynomial. Then Hp E Y.
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Proof. Let ZY„ = {m G Z" | 3/ G Y** n L1 3/(/m) =¿ 0}, Zy = {m G Z" |

3/ G y 3 /(m) ¥= 0}. Clearly Zy ç Zr... I shall show that Zr« = Zy. Since #

is a convolution multiplier by Lemma 4.1.1 it will follow that Hp G Y for every

trigonometric polynomial p.

Let >>** G y**. Then j>** defines a linear functional on Y*. Since the

trigonometric polynomials are dense in Y, every y* G y* may be identified with

the equivalence class

(4.12) j(y*) - {A G D | Â(m) = <A,gm> = </»,0 Vm G Zy}.

Since/ is a projection it follows that/* is an injection; hence for every y** and.y*

(4.13) <y**J(y*ï> = <j*(y**),y*> = <y**,y*>-

Suppose that /Mq G Zy.. - Zr. Then g^ G Y** and therefore (e^,^*)

= <<?m0j'(.V*)> for every v* G Y*. Hence by (4.11), (e^O = 0, for every

m G Zy, and therefore (e^.e^) = 0. This is a contradiction; hence Zy.. = ZY

and the lemma is proved.

From Lemma 4.1.1 it follows easily that H: X -» Y, since the polynomials/?

are dense in X.

Using Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, and Proposition 4.1 the next theorem may be

easily obtained.

Theorem 43. Let T" be a toroidal group and X,Y G <=%>. FAg« there exists an

isometric isomorphism [X, Y] = A(X, Y*)*.

2. Tensor multiplier problems for Banach module functors. In this section I shall

discuss the tensor multiplier functors for Ve, C, and C.

I shall first discuss the tensor multiplier functors Hom^ [C,C] and

Homg,[L°°,Lc°]. As in the case of complex-valued convolution multipliers [C, C]

and [L°° ,L°°] it is possible to obtain a complete characterization of the tensor

multiplier functors.

Theorem 4.4. Let B be the category of Banach spaces and T" a toroidal group.

Let M be the measure functor on T", C the continuity functor, and LM the L° functor

from S to J\l\. Then

M s Horn®[C,C] s HomjL00,/.00].

Proof. I shall prove the theorem by showing successively that

M s Horn« [C, C]   and   M == Horn« [L00, ü" ].

For the first part, I shall first prove a lemma.

Lemma 4.4.1. Let B be the category of Banach spaces and T" a toroidal group.

Let C be the continuity functor on ß and T", and !2>C the dual functor to C. Then
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there exists an isometric isomorphism M s' 2>C given by

(4.14) iy(u)(/) = ff(t) ® du

for every X G B, / G C(A"), W /i G M(y).

Proof. Lemma 4.4.1 is proved in less general form by Mityagin and Svarc in

[24]. The proof given here is an adaptation of their proof.

In [13, Proposition 32, pp. 152-153], Grothendieck proves the following

equivalence. Let E and F be Banach spaces and A a linear operator A : E -* F.

Then the statement (1) below holds if and only if (2) holds.

(1) There exists a constant M < oo such that for every collection of elements

{*}£.! < E,

2MeJ|,<A/sup{|2&e*|J   felá U - 1,...,#}•

(2) For every unconditionally convergent series 2°° £* in F, the series 2°° Aek

converges absolutely.

For the case of operators v: C -* Y, the first condition is just the condition that

A G M(Y).
Now let y G S and a G 2>C(Y) = [C,2r], and let v be the mapping

v: £>C -» ßc given by vY{a) = ac V y G B. Then pr(a) = ac defines an opera-

tor oc: C-» y. To show that <xc G A/(y), let 2ft be an unconditionally

convergent series in C. Let .y* = ac(gk), and define a sequence (y*} Q Y* such

thatlbîH = land|<rt,Ä>| = ||Ä||.
Since the series 2*1* ft converges in C for any set of numbers {£*} with

\ik\ < 1, and the sums are uniformly bounded, 2W I ft I < # < °° uniformly for

every iV and t. Hence the sequence of functions (GNy defined by

GN(t) = 2 ft(<M   for t G F"

is uniformly bounded.

For every N, 2JVft"J'* is contained in the image of the mapping iY.:

C® Y* -> C(Y*). Therefore it follows by Proposition 1.4 that «(»(G*) «■

2" «c(ft) • y*k " 2WÄ ® 7t Therefore

2 ll«c(ft)ll = 2 11*11 = 2 <y*k,yk> < lk.(c»)ILr.
N N N

(4-15)
< ll«r.|ll|Gw||c(y.)< llall^y, • B

Hence vY(a) = ac G M(Y).

To show that the mapping ¡>Y is onto, let oq G M (Y) and define an operator

a*: C(A") -» y ® X as follows: let/ G C(A"). Since/: F" -» X is a continuous

function on the compact space T", for every e > 0 there exists
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(1) a finite covering of T" by open sets {t4}£l„

(2) a partition of unity {<pA} subordinate to {Uk}„,

(3) elements xk E X, k = I, ...,N,

such that

/-2**<P*
C(X)

<e.(4.16)

Define

(4.17) ax\2, xk<pk) = 2 «oOp*) ® xk.

Since oo G M (Y), it follows that (see Definition 1.8)

2 IK<P*)II < l|a||M(r) sup
I£*I<1

N

2 &<p*=   a M{r)

and

(4.18) \\ax(í xt%)| < 2 l|ao(«P*)ll Ikll < ll/IU)ll«IU)-

Since, by (4.18), ax is a continuous operator ax: C(X) -* Y ® X, ax may be

extended by continuity to the whole space C(A").

It is clear from the representation (4.17) that vY(a) = ac = Oq.

To show that the mapping v: 2sC -» M is an isometry, observe that, by (4.15),

\W\\u(Y) < llaLc(r) and. by (4-18), ||aLc(r) ^ IMUn- To show that the map-
ping v. 2>C -* M is natural, observe that the mapping v: 2>C -* M* = ßc is

natural since the diagram

[C, 2y]

3) C(a)

[C, 2Z]

^[c,y]

fic(a)

[C,Z]

commutes; pz2>C(ct)(\x) = vz ° (a ® lx) o X* = c ° Ac = Öz(aVr(X^). Hence

p: Í&C -» Af is also natural since A/ is a norm subfunctor of M*.

To obtain the representation (4.14) it is only necessary to define i = v~x. The

representation (4.14) then follows from the Dunford-Schwartz representation

theorem (Lemma 1.0).

It is now possible to proceed with the proof of Theorem 4.4.

To prove that Hom^C, C] s M, let A G HomJC, C]. Then for every X and

y in B, and/ G C(A-), hx(f) G C(Y ® X). Let/(r) = /(-/). Then for t = 0,
hx(J )(0) G y ® X = 2y(A"). Trie mapping
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SoW/)) = M/)(0)

therefore defines a monomorphism 8%: Hom8[C, C](Y) -* <hC(Y) and hence

every A G Hom8[C,C](y) defines a mapping Ô0(A) G 2>C(Y) at M (Y). Con-

versely, let fi G M(Y) and define a mapping ry: M(Y) —» Hom^C, C](y) by

(4.20) TyG0(/)l» = //, ® ̂

for every A" G B and / G C(A"). Since ju, G M(y) s <&C(Y), by the isomor-

phism of Lemma 4.4.1 it follows at once that

\TY(p)(f)\\c(X9Y) = s\ip\\Tr(n)(f)(s)\\X9y < sup   if, ® djl
s s       J

<sup|kOi)||||/JU =

X®Y

\u\\c(xy
S

Since C: S3 -> JV[, it follows that the homomorphism hx G [C(A"), C(Y ® X)]

commutes with translations for every X.

Let iY be the isomorphism (4.14) and let n^hX) = ir ° ^(A*) for A* G [C(X),

C(Y ® A*)]. Since C: B -» «*(, it follows that the homomorphism hx commutes

with translations for every X. Hence

hxCf )0) = mhxÚ )],) = 8S(hx(f.)) = //. • dHh.x)-

Therefore iy and <So are inverses.

To see that the map t defined by rx in (4.20) for every Y defines an

isomorphism t: M s Horn® [C, C], it is now only necessary to show that the

diagram

M(Y) -» Hornee, C](y)

M(a) Homs[C,q(a)

M(Z) ->Hom_[C,C](Z)

commutes;  this follows at once since for every X E S3, f E C(X), h

Hom8[C,C], and a G [Y,Z],

Hom9[C,C](a}ry(p)(f) = C(\x ® a) f}, ® dp

^ffs®adlt = ry(M(a),i)(f).

I shall now show that Hom9[Lco,Lx] at M.
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Define a mapping o: Horn«[Vo, Ü0] -» Horn«[C,C] by aY{hx) = hx \c(x), the

restriction of A to the functor C. o defines a homomorphism, since if A

G HonUL00,/,00],

IIM/, -/)llifc»r) < 11*11 U -/llc-cn

for every translation / of / for j G F". Hence for every / G C(A"), hx(f)

G C(A" ® y). Since C is a subfunctor of U° it is clear that a: Hom8l[L0°,L00]

-* Homg,[C, C] is a natural mapping.

To show that o is a monomorphism, suppose first that oy(Ac)(/) = Ac(/) = 0

for every continuous / G C. By Proposition 4.0, Ac(/) = A0 */ for some Y-

valued distribution A0; since Ac(/) = 0 for every continuous /, Aq is trivial.

Therefore Ac is trivial.

Suppose that hc is trivial; then to show that hx is trivial for every X G B,

observe that A is a natural mapping A G [L°°, L°° 2y]. Therefore the diagram

I"(a)
L"-*L~{X)

(4.21) hc hx

L"(a®ly)
L"(Y) ->L°°(X®Y)

commutes for all a: C -» X and X, Y G B. Let A G ¿"(A") and Xm be the

Fourier transform of A at m. Then since A is a module homomorphism over M,

MA) * em = A^(A » em) = hx(Xmem).

Let fc(Xm): C -» X be the mapping defined by A(Xm)(l) = Am. Then by the

commutativity of the diagram (4.21) and the fact that Ac is trivial

hx(Xmem) = Xm®Ac(eJ = 0

for every m. Hence A^(X) * em = 0 for every m. Therefore hx is trivial.

Define a mapping y: Hom9[Lx,Lx] -» M by

(4.22) Yy(A) = ir o 8r o CTy(A)

where iY is the isomorphism given by (4.14), 8Y is the isomorphism defined by

(4.19) and oY is the isomorphism defined above. Since y is the composition of

natural mappings, y must itself be a natural mapping. It therefore remains only

to show that the mapping y is onto.

This will be done and the theorem completed in a lemma:

Lemma 4.4.2. Let y: Horn« [L°°, L00 ] -> M be defined by (4.22). FAg/i y is onto all

ofM.
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Proof. Let y G S and /i G M(Y). Consider the operator Mf: C -» Y defined

by Mf(g) = S[Sfsdi>]g(s)ds. M¡ is well defined for every f G Ü and g G C.
Furthermore since u * / = SLdfi is continuous in/, it follows that

A//(g) = / [//,*]*tods = f [//,g(i)^] dp.

Since Afy: C -» Y, by Lemma 1.0 of Chapter 1 it follows that

(4-23) b"SlkW> ¿ IriUml/l»-

To show from (4.23) that ¡i*f G Ü{Y), it is sufficient to observe that by

Proposition 1.0 above, Ü is a closed subfunctor of M, and since/ G Ü, ¡i * /may

clearly be obtained as the limit in M(Y) of a sequence of integrable functions.

Hence

(4.24) llM*/llL.(y)<NU(y)ll/llü.

Now recall that by Definition 1.7, [L00,^]. To obtain a homomorphism

p, G Hom8[L*,L°°](y), define for every A G L"(X) and A* G B

(4.25) ¿(A) = X ♦ n(q>) = (X ® ly) o /r(q, * m)       V«p G I)

where Jy: L'(y) -» Ü ® y is the isomorphism of Theorem 1.3, Chapter 1.

By (4.24), <p » /i defines a homomorphism from L1 to Ll(Y). By Grothendieck's

theorem, Theorem 1.3, JY: Ü(Y) ^ Ü ® y. Therefore (X ® ly) ° JY defines a

continuous linear mapping from Ü(Y) to A"'® Y. Since the y-valued measure p

commutes with any complex-valued measure a G M, it follows that the mapping

ß: ¿"(A") -» L°°(X ® y) defined by (4.25) is a module homomorphism.

To show that y is an onto it will be enough to show that the operator /Et defined

by (4.25) yields the measure fi = y(jü) under the homomorphism y.

Since y — iy ° 81 o Oy, where o restricts A G Horn®[L°°,L°°] to the functor C,

it will be sufficient to show that the operator (4.25) is of the form (4.20) for every

/ G C(A"). By Theorem 1.0, / G C(A") defines a compact linear operator

Xf: Ü -» X by A/cp) = Sf{t)¥J)dt for all <p G Ü. Let <p, = <p • .>> G L'(y),
where <p G Ü and j G y. Then (Ay ® ly) ° 7y(<p • y) = y ® //</i = J*/ ® (pr</r.

Since functions of the form 2*.)'<<P¡ are dense in L'(y) and (Ay ® ly) ° /r defines

a continuous linear operator on D(Y) by the isomorphism JY, it follows that

(Xf ® ly) o JY(g) = // ® g<// G X ® y for every/ G C(A") and g G Ü{Y).

By (4.25), it follows that

(4.26) Xf * fi((p) = ff(t) ® (ja * <f){t)dt G X ® y.

Since (4.26) is the composition of a linear operator with a compact linear

operator, Xf*p must be a compact operator from Ü to A" ® Y. Hence by

Theorem 1.2 there exists a continuous function k G C(X ® Y) such that
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(4.27) A(A/)(<P) - h * ifo) = / k(Mt)dt

for every (p E Ü, and k may therefore be isomorphically and canonically

identified with Xj * ¡i.

Since Xf E C(X), aY(p.)(Xf) = ¿(Xy). Therefore by (4.25) and (4.27) above,

«Í » <ry(£)(X/) = W)(A/) = A(0)

where 8$ <> „,,(£) e 2sC(y).

Let <p* be an approximate identity in Ü, Since A: is continuous,

A;(0) = lim j k(t)yk(t)dt = lim jf(t) ®(¡i*(pk)dt

(4.28) f/r \ f
= lim J (J /(/)<pt(f - s)dtj ®dix,=j f(s) ® ̂

where the limits in (4.28) exist by the continuity of k and/

Therefore 0^ ° aY(p.)(Xf) = ff(s) ® d¡xs and hence since iY is an isomorphism,

'riß) = I1 and tne theorem is proved.

Using Theorem 2.3 above on the properties of the mappings A and t, it is now

possible to obtain a corollary for mappings in the category B0.

Corollary 4.4.1. Let T" be a toroidal group, B0 the category of harmonically

invariant Banach spaces of distributions on T", and S3 the category of Banach spaces.

Let if and C be the L°° and C functors acting on B0. Then there exist monomorphic

and continuous embeddings

(4.29) M Q Hom8[AC,AC],       M C HomjAL^AL00],

where the functors in (4.29) act on the category S3.

Proof. Corollary 4.4.1 follows immediately from part (3) of Theorem 2.3. Let

y G S and fi G Af(y). Then as in previous theorems A*(/t) * X = A/i * tX

= ¡i * X; hence jt * tX = t(ju, * X) and the theorem follows by the isometry

t: AL°°(A") -> ALX(X) which holds for every A" G So-

By Theorem 2.5, for every X E S30, AC(X) ç X Q ALX(X). For the catego-

ry B0 it is possible to prove a theorem on complex-valued multipliers for these

spaces.

Corollary 4.4.2. Let T" be a toroidal group andXa Banach space X E B0. Then:

(I) If M is the ring of complex-valued measures on T", then

M C [AC(X ), AC(X )],       M Q [A U° (X ), A L°° (A" )].

(2) IfÜ is the ring of integrable functions on T", then Ü Q \X,X).
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Proof. Part (1) follows directly from Corollary 4.4.1. To show part (2), observe

that since I) Q M, it follows by Corollary 4.4.1 that A* defines a monomorphic

embedding A*: Ü -* [ALcc(X),ALco(X)]. Therefore by Theorem 2.5, A*: D

-» [A'.AL"^)]. It remains therefore to prove that for every X E B0, A G Ü,

and X G X, A * X G X.

Since A G V, h is the limit in Ll of a sequence of trigonometric polynomials

PN = 2* emem. By the harmonic invariance of X cmem * A = c„X(m)em E X.

Therefore for every PN and A G A", PN * X G A". Since the mapping A*: I)

-* [A*, ALX(A')] is continuous and A" is a closed subspace of ALK(X) for every

A* G B0, it follows that PN * X -* A * X in the norm of A", and hence A * X G A*.

Part (2) of Corollary 4.4.2 implies in particular that every Banach space

X E B0 will also be contained in <=¿H0; thus as classes of Banach spaces

Bo Q *=% an£l hence (again as classes of Banach spaces) B0 = <=M!q. Corollary

4.4.2 also provides a general setting in the category S0 for a theorem proved by

Katznelson in [15] to the effect that the ring M of complex-valued measures was

a class of multipliers on any homogeneous Banach space X (see the remarks

following Corollary 3.1.1). Corollary 4.4.2 seems to me of special interest in that

very many spaces employed in analysis, such as continuity spaces or spaces MA,

LA, KA with A of rapid growth, are harmonically invariant though not homoge-

neous; it therefore seemed to me useful to treat of "universal multipliers" in the

widest setting possible.

Corollary 4.4.1 states that the functor M defines an important subclass of the

tensor multipliers Hom®[AL°c,AL°°] and Homg[AC,AC]. By closely similar

methods to those of Corollary 4.4.2 it is possible to prove a weaker theorem

characterizing a similar class for the tensor multipliers Hom8[/,/] where / is the

identity functor on the category ¿Mq.

Corollary 4.43. Let T" be a toroidal group, <=Mq the category of normal modules

of distributions on T", in B0, and S3 the category of Banach spaces. Let I be the

identity functor on ^K0 and Ü the Ü functor on S3. Then there exists a continuous

monomorphic embedding

(4.30) Ü ç Hom8[/,/]

where the functors in (4.30) act on the category S3.

Proof. The proof of Corollary 4.4.2 may be imitated for vector-valued

multipliers A G Ü(Y) and tensor convolution; note that since A G Ü(Y), A is

again the limit in LX(Y) of a sequence of trigonometric polynomials PN

= ^N ymem where ym E Y. It then follows in the same way as above that

A * X G X ® y for every X G A".

Corollaries 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 have direct application to the case of integrals with

a parameter. An example, which appears in the study of parabolic equations, is

the Poisson-Weierstrass integral
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(4.31)     Hf(x, t) - JT f-$ exp [   (*4/)2] ¿k = JT h(t,x - y)f(y)dy

over an /i-dimensional bounded region ß, which may be considered as a subset

of the «-dimensional toroid. The kernel A is contained in LX(Ü) = Ii ® I). It

therefore follows from Corollary 4.4.3 that for every X G B& H: X -» X ® I). A

discussion of operators of the type (4.31) and their role in parabolic partial

differential equations appears in Pogorzelski [29].

By using the properties of ® as a universal bilinear mapping other results of

interest for applications may be obtained.

Corollary 4.4.4. Let T" be a toroidal group, X a Banach module, X G <=%), and

[X, X] the algebra of convolution multipliers on X. Suppose that A F* (A") = X or

AC(A") = X. Then for every H, A G M([X,X]), the convolution A*(H * A)

defines an element of [X, X],

Proof. I shall first show that M ([A", A"]) forms an algebra under convolution.

Let H, A G MflA'.A']). Then by Definition 1.21 above it follows that H%K
G M([X,X] ® [A", A*]) where H % A is the tensor convolution of H and A.

Since ® is a universal bilinear map, the mapping <,}[X,X): [X,X] ® [A*, ]

-» [A",A"] defined by (h,k\x¡x^ = hk, the operator composition of A and k, is a

continuous bilinear mapping. Since H %K G M([X, X] ® [A", A"]), it follows that

(H «¡» A> = H*0K G M([X,X]) and hence that M([A\A*]) forms an algebra

under the operation *0.

By Corollary 4.4.3, A(H)r G [AL00(A-), ALX([A\A*] ® X)] for every H

G M([X,X]). Let/ G AL00(X) and H G M([X,X]). Then

A(//)r/ = ¿s/¿"(Wl • «-,)[/"(* - 0 ®J!*] dp

= j^yffH(s+p- t) ®f,-pdtdp = ///(*- t) ®f,dt.

Hence AHr G AÜ°(X) -» ALX([X,X] ® X) and Hr = tH. Since ® is univer-

sal, the bilinear mapping <, >*: [A", A"] ® X -» X defined by {h,f\ = A/ is

continuous. Therefore

(jH{s - t) ®f,dt^ = ¡H(s- t)f,dt = AHrf

defines a continuous module homomorphism AHr: ALX(X) -» A ¿"(A*). Since

A" G <=ylfoo, it follows that AHr: X -» A* and Corollary 4.4.4 is proved.

The interest of Corollary 4.4.4 is in showing that the class [A", A"] is closed under

the formation of the measure algebra M([X,X]). A less general result for

H G L'(L') is easy to show. Let H G Ü(Ü). Then it is easy to see that
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AHrf = j¿y¡//#(' - t,x-y)f(y + t)dydt

- (¿f/ [/*(* -t,x + t- u)dt]f(u)du

= / [¿s/^i".* +* - « - v)dv]f(u)du

= J [///fox - m - v)dv\f(u)du.

Thus A/7t/ = /Yr/and A/7t: A" -» A" for any X E ^oo.

A third corollary deals with a type of operator very common in the theory of

integral and differential operators.

Corollary 4.4.5. Let T" be a toroidal group and X a Banach function module over

M0 and If. Let h E Ü(lf) and define an operator

(4.32) Hf(x) = / h(x, x - y)f(y)dy

for every f E X. Then H: ALX(X) -» AU°(X).

Proof.   Since A  G   ¿'(L00)  Q  A/(L"),  Theorem 4.4  implies  that  A  G

HomjL", ¿"KL00).   Since   * ë L'(P),   II*, - AlUi-> ~* °   as   s ~* °   and

hence   A   G Horn® [L°°, C](L°°). Therefore if /70 is the operator defined by

(4.33) H0f(x) = Ja(x - v) ®/(v)¿v   for A G L'(L")

then H0: L*(X) -► C(X ® L").

For every/ G C(A" ® L°°) define a map e: C(X ® L°°) -* LX(X ® L00) by

(4.34) e(f)(x) = (1, ® S,)(/)(x) = ex = 0(1, ® «,)(/)

where 8, is the operator of translation by x applied to If, and ex is the operator

of evaluation at x, applied to the space of functions/ G C(A" ® L°°).

An example will illustrate the properties of the mapping e defined by (4.34): let

A" be a Banach space of functions. For every / G C(A" ® L°°), fis a continuous

function from T" to X ® L°°; thus f(p,q)(t) = x(p) ® <p(q)(t) where t E T" and

/>, q are the variables for x G A" and <p G L°° respectively. Then 6X operates on

L00 and ex evaluates/at x; thus for every x

e(f)(x) = x(p) ®<p(q + x)(x).

Finally let m: X ® If -* X be the bilinear operator defined by module

multiplication of X and L°°. Since m: X ® L°° -» X is continuous the mapping

L°°(m): L»(X ® Lx) -> L°(X) is continuous.

The action of m on e(f) in (4.34) results in [Lx(m) ° e(f)](x) = m ° e(/)(x)

= x(p)q>(p + x)(x) for every x G F".
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Now let H'0: LX(X) -» LX(X) be defined by

H'af = L*(m) * e o Ho(f)

where H0 is defined by (4.33). Clearly H'0 is continuous as the composition of

continuous operators. Furthermore

AH'orf = ^/¿¡*[l»(,h)/#"*(* -y)9 rf(y)dy^ds

= ^{^[f^h(x-y)rñy)dy]ds

= (¿f / Ô-J / *& A(* + S ~ y)rf{y) dy ds

- (¿r//«r^ + s-yyartw+d»

= fayjjs?°h(x + s * y)Tf(y - s)dyds

= fs^Kx - y)rf(y)dy = //0r/

Since A: L^A") -» AL^A") is a projection, it follows that H'0 defines an operator

H0:ALca{X)-+AL°°(X). Hence AH'0r. ALK(X) -» ALwlx). It is clear by

inspection that AH'0t = H.

Remark 1. An important class of operators to which Corollary 4.4.5 applies is

the class of weakly singular integral operators. Let A" be a Banach function

module over M and Lx on a toroidal group F". An integral operator Hq : X -» X

is weakly singular if it is of the form

for every / E X, where a < n and c is a continuous function c: Tn X Tn —> C,

To apply Corollary 4.4.5 to operators of type (4.35), let S: T" X T" -» T" X T"

be the transformation matrix

P - J
where /„ is the identity matrix on F". Clearly S2 = 4, and thus 5 is its own

inverse. Define a function c0 = c ° S. Then clearly c0(x, x - y) = c(x,y); there-

fore

and the operator H0 is of the form (4.32) so that Corollary 4.4.5 may be applied.
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Remark 2. It is easy to see that Corollary 4.4.5 or variants may be extended to

deal with some Banach modules of distributions over stronger spaces than L°°: as

for instance, Banach modules over C or Ck.

In [18] from stronger assumptions Lorentz obtains a stronger result: if A" is a

Banach function module over L°, with norm invariant under all measure

preserving transformations (not simply translation invariant) then any operator

in lf(U) will act continuously from A" to X. Corollary 4.4.5 seems of interest

because it shows that simple translation invariance is sufficient to obtain useful

results.

In the theory of differential and integral equations several authors [6], [22], [28]

have studied the problem of characterizing those pairs of spaces (A", Y) such that

a given operator H maps A" to Y. This question is termed the question of

admissibility. The results of Theorem 4.4 and Corollaries 4.4.2 and 4.4.5 imply

that the pair (A", A") is admissible for equations of the type (4.35), for any space

X G B0 that is also a module over If.

A second type of continuity functor for which a complete characterization of

the tensor multiplier functor is possible is that of the Lipschitz functors C for

0 < r < 1 (and indeed, with a suitable definition, for r real). Function classes of

the type C have been termed classes of "smooth" functions; A. Zygmund has

studied such functions in a long paper [43] and somewhat later gave a

characterization of the multipliers for the classes C in [44]. However Zygmund's

original characterization was made for the case of the group F1 only. In later

work M. Taibleson [41], in a general study of functions of Lipschitz types,

developed the fundamental machinery for the study of smooth functions on a

general toroidal group F". The characterization of tensor multipliers which I shall

give below in Theorem 4.5 for general toroidal groups T" extends the basic ideas

of the papers [41] and [44] to the context of vector-valued functions.

I shall now present the basic definitions necessary for the formulation and

proof of Theorem 4.5.

Definition 4.2. Let F" be a toroidal group and B the category of Banach

spaces; let M be the measure functor M: S3 -» JV{ and Lf the L°° functor

L°° : S3 -* J\\. For every real number r, 0 < r < 2, define functors

{ii:C->A-|||M, + ii_,-2/t|| <k\s\r},

a o n,

Mu(x)+suP^+;-.r2,l||A/(A-);

Ox: C -> X | llw, - f\\ < K\s\r),

a ° n,

yU + sup^^A/(A-);
s \S\

WM'(X)

(4.36) WM»

\\mwm'(x)

M'(X)

(4.37) Mr(fl)
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WC'iX) = {X:Ü^>X\ HA, + A_, - 2A|| < k\s\r},

(4.38) WC(a) = o ° A,

iixiu-w - iixiL-co+sup l|A,+u"r2X|l¿"(n
C'(A-)={A:L'^A-|||AJ-A||<AHr},

(4.39)
C'(a) = a o A,

IIXHcW = IIX||¿=oW + supJ1^7Ml«(A").

Remarks. The following observations may be made. It is easy to see that the

functors Mr and C are trivial for r > 1: it is also an easy consequence of

Theorem 1.1 that a measure u G WM'{X) or ¡i G Mr(X) for r > 0 must

correspond to a function in Ll(X); and similarly the linear functional A

G WCr(X) or A G CÍA") must correspond to an element of C(A"). The functor

(4.38) is the Lipschitz functor which has also been defined above.

In the technical machinery of their proofs both Zygmund and Taibleson use

properties of Bessel transforms and Poisson integrals in an essential way; since I

shall use analogous arguments it will first be necessary to develop some of the

properties of Bessel transforms and Poisson integrals of vector-valued functions.

If F" is a toroidal group, I shall let T?+i denote the space T" X R+ where

A>+ = {y G R I y > 0}. Every function on T" clearly has a periodic extension to

E"; I shall say that a function on F"+1 or F" is continuous, differentiable, or

harmonic if its periodic extension to E" is continuous, differentiable, or harmonic

respectively.

A vector-valued harmonic function in T?+i is a function which satisfies An = 0

in the region Z?+l, where Au = 2i"=o d2u/dx} and x0 = y.

The following proposition will be useful.

Proposition 4.2. Let T" be a toroidal group, B <Ag category of Banach spaces, and

M the measure functor on B over T". Let h G Ü on T". Then for every X G B,

u G M(X) andq> G C, define hx: M(X) -» M(X) by

(4.40) AjGOOp) - m(A * (p);

then A defines a natural mapping A: M -* M by the definition (4.40).

Proof. It is clear from (4.39) that hx: M(X) -» M*(A"). To show that hx(ji)

G M(X) if ¡i G M(X), let {tp,}jl| be a finite set of continuous functions. Then

2 I|a,G0v?,)II = 2 Mh * <p,)\\ < lyiisup

(4.41)

2 e. A * <p,

<iyn m sup2 £i<P¡
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where the suprema in (4.41) are taken over all sets {e,}£Li such that \e¡\ < 1 for

every i. It follows from (4.41) and the definition of the norm in M(X) that

111**0011! < NI.IMI and hence hx(p) E M(X).
To show that A is natural, let A", F G S and a G [A", Y]. Then

M(a)hx(p,)(<p) = a[hx(n)(<p)] = a[/i(A * <p)] = hYM(a)n(<p)

which is merely the statement that the diagram

Av
M(X) -* M(X)

M(a) M(a)

M(Y) -» M(Y)

commutes.

Definition 43. The Poisson kernel for F+B+1 is defined as

(4.42) (t,y) = 2 P(i + m,y) = 2 e^^e2"'^

where P(t,y) = c~xy/(\t\2 + v)("+I)/2, m = (mx,m2,...,mn) where all m¡ are

integers, cn = H(n + l)/T((n + l)/2). Let S be the category of Banach spaces

and M the measure functor on F". Then for every y > 0 the Poisson kernel

M —> M bydefines a natural transformation F*

(4.43) y.x Áf) = Áy*S)

for every p. E M(X), X E S3, and/ G C.

Since P* E Ü for every y > 0 it follows by Proposition 4.2 that P* defines a

natural transformation P* : M -* M and in particular is a continuous module

homomorphism from M(X) to M(X) for every X E S3. In fact from (4.43) it is

clear that for y > 0, (t,y) is infinitely differentiable in t, and hence it follows

again by Theorem 1.1 that for every X E S3, y > 0, and ¡x E M(X),P* * n may

be identified with an A"-valued infinitely differentiable function. I shall denote

this function by X(t,y) for v > 0.

The following proposition states some salient properties of the kernels (t,y). It

is well known.

Proposition 43. Let P*(t,y) be the Poisson kernel defined by (4.42). Then

(1) P*(t,y) > 0,

(2)ST.P*(t,y)dt= 1 Vv>0,

(3) Stoß P(t,y)dt ->0asy^0Vs>0.

It will also be necessary to give a definition of the Bessel potentials.

Definition 4.4. Let r be a real number r > 0. Define a kernel J'(t) by
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J'(t) = 20 + |w|2)-'/2exp 2m(m,t}.
m

Let B be the category of Banach spaces and M the measure functor on T".

Then for every A" G S and \i G M(X), the Bessel transform of /i G M(X) is

defined by

(4.44) P •*'(/)- J&' • /)       for every/ G C.

The kernel Jr for r > 0 satisfies

JrU) > 0, fjr(t)dt = 1,

yxFi = yi+'2 forr,,r2>0,

Jr G WM' for 0 < r < 2,

y G Mr for0< r < 1.

Since Jr G Ü for every r > 0, it follows by Proposition 4.2 that the mappings

Jx defined in (4.44) define a natural mapping from the functor M to M by

convolution. I shall denote this mapping by J' : M -» M and write J'y. = J' * /*.

Using the Bessel potential it is now possible to define the functor MJ.

Definition 4.5. Let T" be a toroidal group and S the category of Banach

spaces. Let MJ: B -» J\\ be defined by

MJ(X) = {jt: Cx -» A-1 /i * J1 G WA/1}

where 71 is the Bessel potential (4.44) for r = 1,

MJ(a) = a ° n,

h\\w = II/* *Jl\\lVM\-

It is now possible to state and prove a theorem characterizing the tensor

multiplier functor Hom8[Cr, C'].

Theorem 4.5. Let T" be a toroidal group and B the category of Banach spaces.

Let C: B -» ^M be the Lipschitz functor for 0 < r < 1. TAgn

M/SiHomjCC'].

Proof. I shall first prove a series of lemmas giving the main properties of the

functors C, WC, Mr, WMr. From these lemmas the theorem will follow easily.

Lemma 4.5.1. Suppose that X(t,y) and n{t,y) are harmonic Banach space-valued

functions in Fn+1 and for every yQ > 0, Xy(t) = X(t,y) and ny(t) = p{t,y) are

uniformly bounded for y > v0. Let Xy: T" -» X and /y F" -» Y. Then:

(1) A^ ♦ fi>2 = A,,]+>J ♦ Py^yjor allyx, y2, ft such that y x +y3>0,y2-yi> 0,

yi.yi >o.
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(2) yy = Xyi * ̂ (y,, y2 > 0, v, + y2 = y) is well defined for ally > 0.

(3) y'y = Xy¡ * fty2 = \t * Py-t for v = Vi + y2 where y', X', \i' denote the deriva-

tives with respect to y.

(4) yy(t) = y(t, v) Ö harmonic in T?+x and yy: T" -* X ® Y for every y > 0.

* in (1), (2), (3) denotes tensor convolution.

Proof. Let Z be a Banach space and let y(t,y) = yy(t) be a harmonic function

yy: T" -» Z uniformly bounded for all y > yo > 0 and all y0. Observe that

,. ... w       fyi+yi = "fo * ̂ 2'
(4.45)

0>)       y'y,+y1 = y'y, * & = V, * p*-

To see (a), for instance, recall that since (4.45) holds for the scalar-valued case

[41, 2.12], <z*,y,1+,2> = <z*,y„> * Py2 = {z*,yyi * £> for all z* G Z*, and

therefore (a) holds. The same type of argument is valid for (b).

Now obtain (1), lety3 > 0 and observe that

K * hi = K * K-y, * V = (K * V * Ihi-n - K+y, * brv,
by (4.45)(b). A similar argument will show (3). (2) follows immediately from (1);

(4) follows immediately from (2).

Lemma 4.5.2. Let T" be a toroidal group and S3 the category of Banach spaces.

Define for all r > 0 and every integer k > r and every X E S3,

llAIUx) = sup||/-'X«||L„(^)
y>0

where Xyk) denotes the kth derivative of Xy with respect to y,

WAmhx) = sup ||y*-r/4*'|U(A.)   where y. E M(X).
y>0

Then

(1) Let 0 < r < 2 and let f denote the smallest integer greater than r. Then for

every k > r there exists a constant Ak > 0 such that

(a) HAllcW^ < llAlbx) < Ak\\X\\cHx),

0>) IMIW^* ̂ MUw ̂  ¿"Mmhx).
(2) Let 0 < r < 2. Then there exists a constant Br > 0 such that

(a) IWIcW^ ^ IMUcw < Br\\X\\cHx),

(°) \\ÂMHx)/Br < WAwmx) ̂  Br\\p.\\Mm).

(3) Let 0 < r < 1. FAew fAere ex/sis a constant Cr > 0 jmcA íAaí

(a) IIMIcWC ^ IMIcw < Cr\\X\\CHx),

00 IMImWQ <   IMI«'(X)  <   Cr\\n\\w(Xy
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In all cases the norm equivalences are independent of the Banach space X G B.

Therefore Ck and Mrk define functors identical to within equivalence of norms to C,

M', WC, WM' depending on the value of r > 0.

Proof. The general mode of proof in each case will be the same. By Taibleson

[41, Theorem 4, p. 421], all of the equivalences of Lemma 4.5.2 are true for the

scalar-valued case X = C.

Let X G B and let Py be the Poisson kernel (4.42). Suppose that A G LX(X)

= [Ü, X) is an element of C*(A* ), and let A* be the dual of A. A*: X* -» L00. For

every x* G X* and <p G Ü,

(X*(x*),<p) = <**,A»> = <x*,X(Py * <p)>

= (X*(x*),Py* <p> - <A*(**) • Py,<p) = <A'(**W>.

Hence

I|X*,(*)IUcai = sup sup||A»(x*)y|L/-r = sup sup||A*(x'),L/-'
*•    y>0 y>0    x'

= sup sup sup>>*-r<A*(x*)y,(p) = sup sup supyk~'(X*(x*),(py
y     x'     <p y     **     <p

= supUA^.,^,/-' = sup HA, H¿,,*,/-' = ||A||CW).
y y

To show 1(a) it is therefore sufficient to observe that by the equivalence of the

norms of C* and Cfr, Ck(X) and C'(X) must be equivalent for all X. Since the

constants for the equivalence of C* and C' clearly do not depend on X G B, the

constant A'k is independent of X.

Suppose again that A G LX(X) = [F',A"] is an element of WC'(X). Let A,

denote the translation of A by * defined in the natural way; then again for every

x* G X* and <p G I),

<A*(x*),<p> = <x*M<p)> = <**,X(<P-,)>

- <A'(x»),q>_,> = <A*(^*)„<P>.

Hence a closely similar argument to that above yields ||A*|^. WCr} = ||A||^Cr(^),

and the equivalence of WC and Ck for scalar-valued functions implies 2(a).

All of the other equivalences of Lemma 4.5.2 proceed in the same way.

Note that since A, G L'(A')V>' > 0, the M* norm and the M norm coincide on

v
Lemma 433. For every positive q > 0, let J1 be the Bessel potential of order q;

let r > 0 and k be an integer k~> r + q. Then the operator Jq defines an

isomorphism of functors

(4.46) Ck^Ck+",       Mri+k=LMk+
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for every r, <7 > 0.

Proof. This lemma is proved by the same method as Lemma 4.5.2 using the

isometries between [A"*,C*] and C*(A") and [X*,Mk] and Mk(X). It is only

necessary to observe that for every <p G Ü,

({J<X)*(x*),<p) = (x*,J"X(<p)) - (x*,X(J«<p)>

= <A'(x*),y««p> = <J'(A*(x*)),<p>.

A similar relationship holds for the functor Mk.

It is now possible to prove the theorem. Let A", y G S and let J^9Y and JY be

the isomorphisms defined by (4.46) and Lemma 4.5.3 for q = 1 and the Banach

spaces X ® Y and Y. Define an operator iY by

(4.47) <r(A)(/)-*SrW**/j

for every A G MJ(Y) and/ G C(A"), where * is the tensor convolution.

Lemma 4.5.4. Let iY be the map defined by (4.47) for X, Y G S. 77¡gn
iY: MJ(Y) -» Hom^C, Cf](y) with norm independent of the Banach spaces X,

Y G S.

Proof. I shall show that the mapping rY defined by rY(h){f) — JYh */maps

MJ(Y) ® C'(A") into Cx\r(X ® Y) with a norm independent of A", y G S. By

Lemma 4.5.3, /"' defines a functor isomorphism /"' : C) -* C} and by Lemma

4.5.2, C^A" ® y) is identical to Cr(A" ® Y) up to equivalence of norms indepen-

dently of A", y G B; hence the existence of a homomorphism iY will have been

proved.

Let/ G Cr(A"); therefore/ G C^A") and hence

(4.48) \\fh(x) = «upWf'J-'Wfvty
y>0

Similarly since A G MJ(Y), it follows that

(4.49) \\JY h\\uHY) = sup \\(JY h)?ïy\\mY).
y>0

Since, for every y > 0, (JYh)y2) G M(Y), and/; G LW(A"), it follows by Theo-

rem 4.4 that the tensor convolution of (JY h)y2) and f'y is well defined. By the

equalities (4.48) and (4.49) it follows that

(4.50) f-'iJih)™ ♦/; G ¿"(A" ® y).

Let g2y = (y'A), */. By Theorem 4.4, it follows that

n^V-llt-cn = \\y2-Vrh)y2) •/;lli-(»r)
(4.51)

<\Wrh)y2%(Yy\\yl-ry\\L-(X)
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and therefore by the Definitions (4.48) and (4.49)

(4.52) \\g\\cux*r) Z 22-'|WA||A,i,(n||/||c,(;n.

Thus Ty(A)(/) = g and rY: MX2(Y) ® CX(Y) -+ C,3+r(A" ® Y) with the norm of iy

clearly independent of A", y G S3.

It is clear from the representation (4.47) of the map / that i is a monomorphism.

To show that the mapping iY maps onto Hom8[C,C](y), let H

G Hom8[C',C](y).Then/7c: C -* C'(Y). For every <p G C, by Proposition

4.0 there exists a F-valued distribution H such that Hc<p = H0*tp. Since

Hctp G C'(Y), it follows by Lemma 4.5.2 that

(4.53) JyHC(p  =JyXH0*q>E   WCX*'(Y)

where by Lemma 4.5.3 the norm of J¿ is independent of Y E S3.

Let ^ G C. By Lemma 4.5.3, J'xp E C Hence

(4.54) (J'xf) * JXH0 G WCX+'(Y).

By Lemma 4.5.3, it follows that

(4.55) JFV+) *JXH0 = ^*JXH0E WCX(Y).

Therefore by Lemma 4.5.2, ||i/< * (JxH0)f)y\\L«,(Y) < oo. Thus

H E Hom®[Cr,C](y)

defines an element of Homg,[L°0,L00](y) by the mapping

(4.56) H-*(JxHc)Vy.

It is clear from (4.53), (4.54) and (4.55) above that the mapping (4.56) has norm

independent of the Banach space Y. By Theorem 4.4, (JxH$)yy G M(Y) and

therefore H0 E MJ(Y).

To show that the diagram

MJ(Y) ^HomJCr,Crl(y)

MJ(a)

MJ(Z)

HonUCC'Ka)

-» HomÄ[CT, C1(Z)

is commutative, let X, Y, Z E S3, h E MJ(Y), and / G CÍA"). Then J$h

G WMX (Y) and
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iz » MJ(a)(h)(f) = iz(a o h)(f) = (« o A) •/

- JÜxUztoh) */) - J¿¿xCr(a ® \x)f(JYh) *f

= Homs[C',C'](a)/y(A)(/);

the theorem is proved.

As in the case of Theorem 4.4 various corollaries of interest to applications

follow from Theorem 4.5 by the use of the properties of the mappings A and r.

Corollary 4.5.1. Let T" be a toroidal group, <=% the category of normal Banach

modules in B0, on T", and B iAg category of Banach spaces. Let C be the Lipschitz

functor for 0 < r < 1 acting on «=^0- Then there exists a monomorphic embedding

(4.57) MJ ç HomJACAC]

wAgrg the functors in (4.57) act on the category B.

Proof. This corollary follows immediately from the properties of A and t given

by Theorem 2.3.

Corollary 4.5.1 may be applied to obtain a much more particular result for

another class of operators prominent in applications.

Let A" be a Banach module of functions on a toroidal group T". A convolution

operator H is termed a singular integral operator if it is of the form

(4.58) Hf(s) = fE,f^}Kt)dt;

where 2B is the surface of the sphere \x\ = 1 in E",Sx„ ®(ß)dB = 0, and/denotes

the periodic extension of /to E".

Corollary 4.5.2. Let T" be a toroidal group and X G B0. Let C be the Lipschitz

functor for 0 < r < 1. Then MJ C [AC'(X),ACr(X)].

Proof. It is very well known from the results of Giraud (see [23]) that if H is a

singular integral operator then H: C -» C, where C is the Lipschitz space

C'(C) of continuous functions. By Theorem 4.5 for X = Y = C, H G MJ.

Therefore it follows at once by Corollary 4.5.1 that H: AC(A") -» ACÍA") for

any Banach space X G S0 and singular integral operator H.

The next result leads to some important commutator results (see [4]).

Corollary 4.53. Let T" be a toroidal group and X a Banach module over M0 and

over Lx. Let 0 < r < 1 and suppose that c is a function of class WCl+r. Define an

operator H(c,f) by

(4-59) H{cJ){s)=f^ßmdt
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where f is the periodic extension off E X to E". Then

H: WCx+r ® AC'(X) -> AC'ÍA").

Proof. This corollary follows easily from Corollary 4.5.1 and Corollary 4.4.5

after the observation that by Taylor's theorem

c(s) - c(t) = 2 fe - r,)jE-0) + *o('.t)\s - ¡r
i-1 ox¡

where R0(s,t) is continuous on T" x T" and 9c/3x, G C for every ».

Remarks. One particular case of Corollary 4.4.1, the case in which X = I), was

proved by Taibleson in his paper [42]. Singular integral operators of various types

with vector-valued kernels, and acting on Lp spaces of vector-valued functions,

have been considered by J. Schwartz [34], and Benedek, Calderón, and Panzone

in [1].

Continuity of operators of the form (4.54) given in Corollary 4.5.3 implies,

commutator results of a type very well known in the theory of algebras of

singular integral operators or pseudo-differential operators. For the particular

spaces Lp and L2 these algebras have been extensively studied (cf. [4] or [16]).

Of possible generalizations and extensions of these results, it is clear from the

arguments of Theorem 4.5 that they may be generalized to the context of spaces

formed from X E S3 on analogy with the spaces Lp, X which have been the

subject of recent articles [27], [28] by Peetre.

Singular integral operators of the types (4.53) or (4.54) have been very

extensively studied for their applications to partial differential equations. By

composition with other convolution operators similar to the Bessel potentials, it

has been possible to construct inverses to partial differential operators; using

results on continuity of singular integral operators from spaces If to t! or C to

C many authors ([23], [27], [37] and others) have obtained estimates and

existence theorems for the solutions of elliptic partial differential operators both

for Sobolev spaces WmI! and various fractional Sobolev spaces of the types

discussed by Taibleson [41]. As commented above, the spaces AC(A") for

0 < r < 1 form a fractionalization similar to that of Taibleson's spaces

A(a,p, oo) for general Banach modules X in place of the Lp spaces; Corollaries

4.5.1 and 4.5.3 suggest the possibility of extending these theorems on estimates

and solvability to a large class of Banach function spaces.
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